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Many people view institutions of higher learning
as
being isolated from the problems of the real world.

The

growing needs of community based educational programs
create
an opportune time for changing this view.

If social change

is to evolve from institutions of higher learning, it
will

require new directions in research, teaching, and service.

Colleges and universities have the opportunity to implement
programs in the areas of research, teaching, and service
through non- traditional study with practicum and community
service committments performed by students.
Today, with the surge of non- traditional programs

designed to attract students with diverse backgrounds, many
colleges and universities are discussing the concept of

practicum or work experience.

Consideration is being given

to relating practicum or work experience to on-going course

work.

Some institutions are also considering the awarding

of academic credit for earning derived from successful work

experiences occurring prior to entering

programs
iv

non- traditional

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst
and

Howard University in Washington, D.C. have actively
sought
to redefine and expand their roles as
service

institutions.

The University Year for Action, the University
Without Walls,
and the Worcester Career Opportunities Program at
the

University of Massachusetts are examples of non- traditional
experience-based programs designed to provide alternatives
to existing approaches to pursuing a degree.

The Urban

Studies Program at Howard University stresses an inter-

disciplinary approach which enables students to work towards
the solution of urban social problems through practicum

based learning experiences.

Chapter

I

includes a problematic discussion of

traditional urban college and university education.

Topics

such as curriculum, theory learning, and the role of know-

ledge in the educational process are among the subjects
covered.

Also included are descriptions of two non- tradi-

tional degree programs designed to provide the freedom and

flexibility not found in traditional degree programs.

Chapter

II contains journalistic case studies of student-perceived

learning within academic and experience-based degree programs.
Students were interviewed in the Master’s degree program at

Howard University and in the University Year for Action,
University Without Walls

,

and the Worcester Career Opportunities
V

Program which are administered by the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Chapter III describes procedures and
processes for
transforming learning derived from successful
work-related
experiences, into academic credit. Procedures
analyzed
include:
the use of practicum and independent study
contracts, models for monitoring these processes,
and mechanisms
for granting academic credit for prior non-formal
learning
experiences.

Within Chapter IV is a discussion of the

flexible administrative procedures and an open-ended
systems

approach necessary for the functioning of non- traditional
degree programs within a traditional administrative institu-

tional structure.

Chapter V provides a basis, using a

broad paradigm, for institutions of higher learning to effect
social change.

Through redefining their purpose to include

a social as well as a scholastic function, and by expanding

access, colleges and universities may become initiators of
a process directed toward creating meaningful change for

institutions, individuals, and communities.

Through a detailed analysis and examination of the
role of colleges and universities, it is clear that institutions of higher learning must provide degree programs which

attract a diverse student population, including low income
and minority students, women, and experienced learners.
vi

The

diversity necessary to attract a wide
student population rests
with expanding programs that emphasize both
academic and
practicum based learning experiences which meet
community,
institutional, and individual needs. Thus, the
process of
the institutionalization of non- traditional
programs is a
task for administration and faculty which lies
beyond adding
new and diverse programs to meet the needs of students
and

communities as a whole.
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PREFACE
As an undergraduate student in the late
nineteen

sixties attending a traditional urban university,

found

I

myself involved in a so-called "learning situation"
in
which I functioned but not up to my potential. The

rituals

classes, taking notes, and regurgitating

those notes, at the end of the course was boring.
not feel that

I

was learning at all.

I

did

For me, this method

of education was a drudgery; my grades were never excellent

only average.

Indeed,

I

thought of myself as an average

and believed that

I

was not capable of anything

more.
If a university is an institution which purports
to foster growth and learning in its students

experience something else?

why did

I

Fellow students expressed

similar feelings of dissatisfaction.
in this institution?

,

Why did we remain

Why is it that we did not quit as

did some other students?

Most middle income jobs require

an undergraduate degree for an entry position.

Thus,

students continued not out of respect or admiration for
the university or learning, but for mundane reasons of

advancing oneself in a country which appeared more interested
in credentialling than learning.

xii

This dissertation will examine some
of the alternatives which allow different forms of
learning directed
toward meeting the educational needs of
students, rather
than students meeting the needs of institutions
of higher
learning.

This study includes descriptions of learning

perceived through the eyes of students who participated
in alternative degree programs

Through the initiation of alternative modes of
>

colleges

,

and universities can become more

responsive to the needs of society as a whole and may
fully participate in the process of revitalizing our major

urban cities.

For too long, our institutions of higher

learning have only been concerned with academia and serving
to credential the elite.

They now must be open to all

people including minority and low-income students as well
as older and experienced learners.

Chapter

I

includes a problematic discussion of

traditional, urban college and university education.

Approaches

to learning, curriculum regimentation, and the issue of applying

knowledge to real life situations are among the topics covered.
The initiation of degree programs combining academic course-

work with practicum components is analysed and a discussion
of student achievement within practicum experiences is included.

The chapter concludes with descriptions of two
Xlll

academic and experience-based programs
designed to provide
alternative approaches to attaining a
degree.

Chapter II contains journalistic case
studies of
student-perceived learning from participants in
academic
and experience-based degree programs.
Students who participated in the Howard Urban Studies Program were
interviewed.

Also interviewed were students presently participating
in
the University Without Walls Program, the University
Year

for Action Program, and the Worcester Career
Opportunities

Program, these three programs are administered by the

Massachusetts, Amherst.

Interviews were con-

ducted in order to establish the kinds of learning which
took place within academic experience-based degree programs
from a student perspective.

Chapter III focuses on procedures for transforming
learning, which is derived from practicum experience, into

academic credit which may be applied toward a college or
university degree.

Mechanisms will be proposed for moni-

toring the on-going learning experiences of students partici-

pating within non- traditional academic experience-based
degree programs.

An emphasis also is placed upon procedures

for evaluating and granting academic credit for learning

experiences by students prior to entering non- traditional
degree programs.
xiv

Chapter IV includes a discussion of
the problems
of administering non- traditional
programs within a traditional
college or university structure. The
chapter emphasizes the
institutionalization process for non-traditional
programs.
Institutionalizing non-traditional programs may
aid such

programs in gaining the same administrative
recognition given
to programs offering more traditional
approaches to attaining
a degree.

The issue of attracting competent faculty to

participate in non-traditional programs is also included.
A focus on creating new options for faculty promotion
and/or
tenure consideration as an equal part of the reward system
for participating in non-traditional programs is contained
in this chapter.

In Chapter V new roles for urban institutions which

will enable them to participate in the process of social
change are considered.

The discussion focuses upon the

scholastic as opposed to the social functions of urban
colleges and universities.

Through the development of non-

traditional programs, colleges and universities may attract
more students from all segments of society.

By emphasizing

the social as well as the scholastic functions, institutions
of higher education may focus on their service roles to

society and become more responsive to the needs of non-

traditional students and communities as a whole.
XV
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CHAPTER

I

A PROBLEMATIC DISCUSSION
OF TRADITIONAL
URBAN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

Traditional Approaches to Learning
If institutions of higher
learning are to confront

the issues within a changing
society, they must develop alternative educational programs designed
to meet the needs of

people in urban cities.

The stress created by living within

urban areas can be reduced through the
positive influences
created by relevant programs in colleges
and universities.

Alternative or non-traditional programs developed
by institutions of higher learning may aid in breaking
the locked-in
environment which surrounds people within urban cities.
Alternative educational programs with practicum
experiences must be developed by institutions of higher
learning to meet the needs of potential students within
cities.

Beyond the goal of developing relevant programs institutions

must initiate procedures within their administrative structures for granting academic credit for prior learning.

Mechanisms also need to be established for monitoring the on-

experience-based learning within academic degree programs
Most of the institutions of higher learning in the
country ascribe to what may be termed the note taking

approach to learning.

— regur-

There are, of course, many

2

different and varied approaches
to the note taking-regurgitation method.
Some classes have papers or
projects in
place of examinations.
In the final analysis, however,
most
come down to some information
being given by an instructor
and returned at the end of the
semester with little room for
variation or imagination. A professor
expounds his theories
which he thinks will certainly advance
the discipline.
This
is done under the guise of intellectual
or academic rigor
which college students should supposedly
experience.
Is the question ever raised about what
areas in a

given subject might interest and practically
benefit students?
Frequently , a course will commence with an instructor
asking
what specific subjects interest students in the class.
After
one or even two classes of student requested material,
the

instructor either begins to teach what he originally planned
from an outline used in his past course, or is arrogant enough
to distribute a previously used course syllabus and state

that it is based on the requests of the students.

Some

students look puzzled and say to themselves, "Is this what
we asked for?"

Other students with blind faith think this

instructor really has insight--he has organized all their
topics under broad headings.

Often instructors have attempted

to initiate innovative teaching and learning techniques in

their classes and have failed.

As a result, they are

resistent to the changes suggested by students.

3

There is another type of university
professor
who is equally dictatorial and
who has little regard for
student needs. Have you ever
entered a class on the first
day and found the professor
dazzles you with enthusiasm
and expounds in a most entertaining
and agreeable manner?
Many students are spellbound. This
type of professor leaves
no room for questions.
Because of the environment
he

creates, you don't want to ask questions
anyway.

You don't

ask questions because you are so excited
about his enthusiasm and interest.
You don't feel the need to ask any-

thing about procedures and requirements.

Often after this

initial class, students talk about how good this
course is
going to be, and you can sense genuine excitement.

Usually,

this atmosphere seems to last until the third or fourth

class, or until after the conclusion of the add-drop period.

Then it is business as usual

— you

discover that you have

a mid-term test and a final, with a term paper assigned

for the end of the semester.

A significant number of

courses are conducted in this manner.

There are a variety of student responses to courses

presented in a conventional manner.

For some students

in the course, this procedure is acceptable.

It is

what they had anticipated all along and they are quite
content.

Another group of students might be disenchanted,

but they will struggle along.

After all, it's just another

4

course to pass, and somehow
they will survive.
Perhaps
another group may think they
have been duped into taking
the course.
They were excited for the
first three or
four classes and thought they
were really involved in a
meaningful learning experience.
Now it has turned into
just another class where everyone
performs the prescribed
tasks and receives a grade
accordingly. What if one of
the third group of students
doesn't want this type of
experience? He or she has a choice-either
drop the course
and hope for a withdrawal-passing
or stay in the class
and "grin and bear it."
The presumption that the instructor is
the expert

places certain limitations on faculty time,
no matter
how much they want to be responsive to
student needs.

Instructors cannot be experts on all issues, and
do not
have the time to prepare all new issues. They
are forced
to repeat the same material as in past syllabi.

Consequently,

the material is taught in the same manner.

This traditional teaching method is what Paulo

Freire refers to as the "banking concept" of education.^
The instructor makes deposits on the student’s mind.

The

student's job is to retain these in safe keeping until that

York:

^Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New
Herder and Herder, 1971 ), p. 58
.

,
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point or points at which the instructor
demands to withdraw
these deposits.
Student ability is determined by how
much
he has retained, and how much he
can return intact when asked
for it by questions or on an examination.

Paulo Freire’s underlying presupposition
in the

banking concept is that the student is merely
a receptacle
for information.
There are no incentives for the student
to use his imaginative or creative abilities.
Some might
disagree, arguing that the student can use the
materials

creatively and imaginatively if he wishes.

Yet his abilities,

as judged through an examination or an assignment,
are defined

and rewarded according to his "skill" in regurgitating the

material in its original form.

In some cases, if he gives

more information back, he receives a better grade.

However,

he is not generally encouraged to give back more information.
He is not given the idea of using his own natural abilities
to work out the solutions to problems

Until recently the "banking concept" has been but
one of the few approaches to higher education.

This

approach has been to pursue a degree through academic coursework.

Students were expected to attend class lectures, take

notes, write term papers, and take examinations.

If a stu-

dent wanted to pursue a degree, he or she had to fit himself or herself into this mold, there were few alternatives.

Because of this structure, higher educational institutions

6

for the most part attracted only
so called "academic types
One reason for this limited student
access to institutions
of higher learning was

Scarcely more than a generation ago its
major instructional concerns were to
provide preprofessional training for the
technical elites needed to keep our society
operating and a gentleman's liberal education for the offspring of the well-to-do.^

Conformity V/ithin the University Classroom
Many institutions of higher learning offer class-

room instruction based upon a single theory of learning,
and those students who wish to conform with it are

rewarded with a degree.

Yet there are many different

methods of learning, and perhaps no group of university
professors or students will agree with any single approach
to learning.

Within the university classroom, however,

one learning environment predominates

.

This method of

learning presupposes that students are the same and bring

similar life experiences to the classroom.

This presupposi-

tion of oneness or sameness leads to the one generally

accepted model used in universities today, which purports
that students should be capable and willing to learn within
2

Report of the Committee on the Student in Higher
Education, The Student in Higher Education (New Haven,
Connecticut!
The Hazen Foundation, 1968) p.3.
,
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the framework of this single model.

Hypocrisy is inherent in the idea that
all of us, who
come from diverse backgrounds and bring
with us different
life experiences, are nevertheless expected
to
learn by one

or two methods.

This condition exists because of convenience

economics, tradition, and respected methods used
by most professors.
The university is designed for people who
can

learn in one way, and this uniformity effectively
screens
out students who learn in other ways.
Yet universities are institutions where a student
is supposed to learn, to grow, and develop.

A report on

students in higher education has urged every major American

multiversity to "engage in wide experimentation" in learning
and living conditions on campus:
The best experimental colleges would
attempt to use all the knowledge currently
available about teaching, learning, and
adolescent development and their efforts
would aim to combine living, learning,
working, social service, and recreation
into one integrated educational experience.

^

Yet, what our universities convey is praising intellectual

pursuits, requiring students to conform and learn according
to selected methods, and if students fulfill these require-

ments, their reward comes by way of a degree.

What has

been achieved by the student who has completed a traditional

graduate or undergraduate university program?
^Ibid.

p.

59.

A student may

8

have learned to follow standards,
goals, and rules prescribed
for him by the administration and
professors.
Is learning
to be defined as merely following
the procedures put forth
by universities, administrators,
and professors?

Some students may find it difficult
to survive in a
traditional, university-created environment
without changing
their concept of meaningful learning
experience.
Others may
leave the university thinking that their
ability to learn
has been defined by the level of success
attained in a

structured classroom.

Is it really honest for us to continue

formal rigid university requirements for all students,
all
of the time, knowing that some, and perhaps many will
not
in fact learn?

A recent study on college students reported:

Generally speaking, the evidence thus
gathered reveals a tendency for students
incongruent with the specific college,
to be more dissatisfied with their
experiences at the college, and to be
more likely to consider leaving and
actually to leave.
What of those students who leave the university with or

without a degree, convinced of their lack of talent and
ability because they could not or would not conform to a

given university program?

On how many occasions have

intelligent students been turned aside or turned off by

university programs?
4

Kenneth A. Feldman and Theodore M. Newcomb, The
Impact of College on Students 2 vols (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1973), I., p. 293.
;
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Some university professors
believe that if students
refuse to conform, or cannot make
the grade (sometimes
these two aspects are not separate)
that these students
are not university material.
According to William Moore,
Many faculty feel,
that the cummulative effects of
cultural deprivation are irreversible
by the time the
student is in college." Moore comments,
"They say that
they can neither teach nor reach the
disadvantaged. And
their performance at present makes it abundantly
clear
.

.

.

that this is an accurate statement."^

They suggest that

perhaps these students need a vocational school
or a
school that gives a degree which is of less value
than
the one being pursued.

But how many administrators take

a critical look at their institution or how many
professors

take a discriminating view of the methods of instruction
in their courses?

*

Curriculum Regimentation
Universities, generally, are structured in such a

manner that certain courses or groups of courses in
selected areas must be taken by all students in both under^William Moore, Jr., Blind Man on A Freeway
(San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers 1971 ) p. 83
,

.
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graduate and graduate programs.

This logic of selected

courses presupposes that there are
certain bodies of knowledge that ever^ student should
understand and be familiar
with before he or she can function
in whatever occupation
the student wishes to enter.
For example, does an art
major need to take physics? This type
of question concerning
curriculum and the freedom of students to
select their own
program of study must be considered if
institutions
are

committed to diversity of purpose and a student
centered
curriculum.
fact universities are training students to
learn, to grow, and to develop to some level of
maturity,

should not students have some input in formulating their

program of study?

One problem is that some academic

disciplines may not fare as well as some others.

Some

disciplines may be over crowded because students may find
them exciting and challenging and discover others to be
quite the opposite.

Certain academicians would say free

choice of curriculum would be similar to "department store

shopping," and that it would in some way lessen lofty

academic ideals of colleges and universities.

On the

other hand, might not free choice create an environment in

which schools, colleges, and departments within an institution would provide detailed explanations of their respective disciplines to perspective students?

11

Students avoid certain disciplines
not because
of the discipline itself but
because of the method or
methods in which the discipline
is presented.
As undergraduates, myself and fellow students
found that traditional
math professors spent much time
explaining the complexities
of the subject and less time
explaining how to learn something about math. Approaches such
as this cause certain
groups of students to perform poorly in
class.
Such students will avoid math in the future for
fear of future failure.
These same fears could be applied to other
academic departments, where too often material is presented
in a uniform
manner, regardless of student needs.
If one were to further research this area, one
might

discover that it is not lack of ability or intelligence
but
more a fear of failure that is a reason for certain
students
avoiding particular disciplines or subject areas.

Is any

academic discipline so sacred that professors or instructors
cannot meet a student on his or her level of competence and

move the student from that level?

The truth of the matter

revolves around the fact that academicians are interested
in advancing their respective disciplines.

Professors want

students to respect a discipline for all it may be able to

accomplish for society--a noble goal as long as it is not
inconsistent with a professor attempting to meet the educational needs of students.

12

Theory Learning
The average student has spent
his or her time learning
what a discipline is capable of
accomplishing if used by someone thoroughly trained in that
area.
Undergraduate students
learn that at the beginning stages
they can understand only
that part of the discipline which
is in books— usually textbooks.
Of course, they are not capable of
using the information in a practical manner unless they
undertake advanced
training.
Do schools, colleges, and universities
want students
to learn content or to learn respect
for a given academic

discipline?

The decision must be made.

If it is genuine

learning which is the goal, students will want
to be a
part of a discipline.
But if the goal is solely to learn
in order to respect a subject, then academic areas
that

promote this study will draw few students when a curriculum

may be freely chosen.

Students learn to respect a subject

that is meaningful and useful to them.

Disciplines in

the second category should offer more pragmatically oriented

and meaningful courses that would attract larger numbers
of students.
On occasion, the question is raised as to whether

some disciplines want many students or few or none at all.
One has to question why some courses in various subject

areas are difficult to pass for the average student.

Do

13

most disciplines want to attract
only so called "bright
students" (i.e. students with
high grades)? Most graduate
schools would admit a student
with high grades on his
undergraduate transcript, and high
Graduate Record Examination
scores over a student with average
grades and average
scores.

Even if the average student had a
great deal of documented
practical experience, the student with
high grades and
scores would probably gain admission.
Universities and
colleges purport interest in training
students for work in
the world whether in research, teaching,
or
service.

Accepting only students with high grades and
high test scores
is incongruous to the basic goals of
preparing students
for

P^^^^ical positions in the economy.
There is an argument with regard to the distinction

between learning within a traditional university or college

classroom and learning which is derived from job or work
experience.

Is one more valid than the other?

Does tradi-

tional or formal learning complement experience-based
isarning?

Is formal learning a prerequisite for experience-

based learning or is the reverse true?

This academic debate

exists in some colleges and universities.

The trend seems

to be that traditional academicians appear to argue for

formal classroom learning as opposed to experienced-based.
The discussion often comes into focus within the

context of granting academic credit for documented learning
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which takes place outside the
confines of the university
or college classroom.
Somehow learning which is
derived
from on the job experience
does not carry the same
weight
as classroom learning.
Experience-based
learning is not

regarded by many academic professors
as acceptable for
credit granted by an institution
of higher learning.
Yet
It seems that most academicians
would agree that at least
one of the goals of colleges and
universities is to train

students for jobs upon completion of
their degree programs.
For example, a student enrolled in a
college or
university program whether graduate or
undergraduate, who
has already acquired certain specific
skills from a job
or work experience may not need to enroll in
courses or

sections of courses which are aimed at preparing
students
for the same skill already mastered by the incoming
student.

A successful and effective teacher aide or an assistant
teacher enrolled in a Bachelor’s degree program in education
may have been working for three years under the supervision
of a cooperating teacher.

This experienced learner perhaps

does not need to learn to prepare lesson plans.

Yet such a

course is traditionally included as a requirement in most

teacher preparation programs.

Conceivably, there could be

situations in almost every discipline in which documented

learning experiences that take place prior to or outside the

college or university classroom could be awarded academic
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which may be applied toward
the completion of a degree
The Urban University

-

A Case of Neglect in Purpose

"Our universities are deeply
involved in the life of
the society, and contribute
much to the efforts to solve
its

problems-from social medicine to
the problems of the inner
city.^

Urban colleges and universities
confront two major
challenges on two different levels.
Both of these challenges
are interrelated and interdependent.
The first challenge includes the issue that universities
and colleges need to be
institutions capable of effecting social
change in our
society.
The second challenge is that
institutions must
create an environment in which students,
faculty, and adminis
trators as individuals can themselves be
agents of social
change.

How is it possible to effect institutional
social

change in society without having individual
social change
agents in universities? If one is referring to
major social
change in our society, higher educational institutions
and

individuals must jointly function in this task.

A major goal of universities has been to make
society a better place for all to live and function in.

Yet,

society is confronted with examples of the worst kind of
0

Martin Trow, "Reflections on the Transition from
Mass to Universal Higher Education," Daedalus 99 (Winter.
1970 ); 1
’

.
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social conditions, which physically
surround institutions
of higher learning in many major
cities.
Boston. New York,
Baltimore, and Washington, D.C.
are a few representatives
of areas where such blighted
conditions surround major
universities
In Washington, D.C., there are
several large institutions of higher learning which are
surrounded by dilapi-

dated housing and lack of social service
and health agencies
During the civil disturbances in the
late nineteen sixties,
these institutions suffered little damage
in comparison to
the large-scale destruction in surrounding
business neighborhoods.
Yet these institutions of higher learning provided little help with regard to solving problems.
The situation is aptly described in a recent

Carnegie Commission Report entitled. The Campus and the City
The American University is usually described
as having three major and complementary
functions teaching, research and public
service.^ These three are often spoken of as
equally important with each essential to the
strength of the other two. Yet the distinction among our institutional types (i.e.
lack of emphasis or research in college) and
determinations of levels of quality are
almost always made today on the basis of
teaching and research without reference to
the scope and quality of the institutions*
public service programs

—

.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The
Campus and the City (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1972), p.69.
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Research and teaching are
elements which are held in
high
esteem in the university and
the basis on which it is
evaluated. Certainly, research
and teaching are the most
emphasized elements in urban
universities. These two
elements, however, purportedly
are used for preparing
students for occupations after
graduation. How then can
a university provide effective
research and teaching without
participating itself in the occupations
or professions
for

which it is preparing students?
Research and teaching components are viewed
qualitatively within the isolated context of
the university
environment.
Service comprises a third element which may
be initiated within the framework of
operationalizing

academic theories being presented in the classroom
with

on-going research projects.

This research would utilize

the surrounding community as a laboratory for testing
the validity of hypotheses presented in the classroom.

There is some tension involved within the above
S'^ggestion regarding the role of the university as it is

seen by some administrators and faculty.

Many see the

university solely as an institution preparing students for
teaching and scholarly research.
trators

faculty

)

,

and students remain in what Warren Bennis

terms "the ivory tower."
g

In this sense adminis-

Q

In an ivory tower, the univer-

Warren Bennis, The Leaning Ivory Tower (San
Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers^ 1973).
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sities as well as administrators
and faculty are not
accountable to the surrounding
community. They are only
accountable for preparing scholarly
teachers and researchers
to successfully carry on the
tradition in which they were
trained.
But the knowledge gained through
research and
teaching is not only for scholars but
for everyone:

Knowledge is now central to society.
It
is wanted, even demanded by more
people
and more institutions than ever before.
The university as producer, wholesaler,
and retailer of knowledge cannot escape
service.
Knowledge, today, is for everybody's sake.y
The Effect of Increased Enrollments on
Higher Education

Institutions of higher learning have traditionally

limited their scope by credentialling the elite.

Today,

colleges and universities educate more students and draw

their student population from diverse segments of society,

which has in part accounted for increasing enrollments.
The increasing number of students who attend higher educa-

tional institutions and receive degrees may face the

employment conditions similar to those reported by Daniel
Bell:

"One result of all this is a set of very different

employment prospects for the American educated elite and
9

Clark Kerr, The Uses of the University (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 114.
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for the first time, a real threat
of 'overproduction'."^^
The shift in the number of degree
graduates may mean that the
mere possession of a degree in
higher education will not
immediately convey that a person is a
member of the educated
elite.
The following data document the increase
in the
number of degrees granted between 1960 and
1970, and also
indicate an estimate of the increase in the
projected

number of degrees to be granted until 1980. (See
Table

I)

Higher education has accepted higher ability students
principally from white middle and upper class income
groups.^
The shift in college enrollments toward opening mass
or

universal access routes for high ability students from low

socio-economic income groups will not in fact weaken the
elitist status of higher educational institutions.

Rather

large numbers of students receiving credentials on all

levels of academic study is more closely related toward the
loss of elitism.

Providing greater access to a more diverse

student population would do more to enhance the elitist

position of colleges and universities since it directly
^*^Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post-Industrial Society
Basic Books, Inc., Publishers, 1973), p. 235.

(New York:

^^High schools who operate on the "banking concept
of learning" skew the number of students applying to higher
educational institutions by convincing students who cannot
effectively adapt to this one form of learning that they
cannot meet the standards set by most colleges and universities
.
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TABLE

1

Summary of trends in education:
1960-61 to 1980-81

Characteristic

Fall
1960

Percent
Fall change
1970 1960 to
1970

Thousands
School-age population:
5-13
33,664
36,443
14-17
11,411
15,992
18-21
9,724
14,616
18(nearest
birthday)
2,789
3,826
Enrollment
K-grade 12
42,181
51,404
K-8
32,492
36,674
9-12
9,689
14,730
Public
36,281
45,904
K-8
27,692
32,574
9-12
8,589
13,330
Nonpublic
5,900
5,500
Higher Education
Degree-credit 3,583
7,920
Public
2,116
5,800
Private
1,467
2,120
4-year
3,131
6,290
2-year
451
1,630
Undergraduate 3,227
7,020
first time
923
1,775
Graduate
356
900
Full-time
2,466
5,489
Part-time
1,117
2,431
Full-time
equivalent
2,835
6,299
Non-degree credit 206
661
Public
161
628
Private
46
33
Source:

United States

Fall
1980
(projected)

’

Percent
change
1970 to
1980

Thousands

40
50

33,950
15,289
16,712

-7
-4
14

37

4,074

6

22
13
52
27
18
55
-7

49,200
34,800
14,400
44,800
31,800
13,000
4,400

-4
-5
-2
-2
-2
-2
-20

121
174

12,050
9,762
2,288
9,049
3,001
10,551
2,427
1,499
7,901
4,149

52
68

8

45

101
261
118
92

153
123
118
122
221

8

44
84
50
37
67
44
71

47
86

290

9,284
1,227
1,190

28

36

9

89

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Projections of Educational Statistics to 1980-81
(^Washington, D.C.
U
.Government Printing Office
1971), p. 9.
:

.
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relates to serving and representing
all segments of society.
The challenge to remain elite is
forced upon colleges and
universities even with the increased student
enrollments;
institutions of higher learning can maintain
their elite
position by providing relevant research,
teaching,
and

service.

Bell commented:

If there is going to be a continuing
expansion of the proportion of high
school graduates going to college,
it is clear that in the succeeding
decades a large number will have to
be drawn from working class families.

Any decline in the elitist status of colleges and universities is not caused by the addition of students from high

ability-low socio-economic groups, but is a result of the
increase in degrees granted to all students.

In order for

colleges and universities to enhance and maintain an
^li'tist position, institutions of higher learning must

open their doors to attract non-traditional students

including adults and experienced learners, members of minority
groups, and women.

Traditionally, high-ability students from low-socio-

economic groups do not attend colleges and universities due
to the high cost and the lack of interest in pursuing formal-

ized and highly structured approaches to attaining a degree.
If these barriers were removed for high ability-low income

^^Bell, Post-Industrial Society

,

p.

240.
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students it is conceivable that a future
America would
resemble a mass knowledge society. Within that
context, it
is quite possible that the concept of
higher education
in and of itself would lose its characteristically
elitist

nature.

As Bell states:

What becomes more relevant are the
•distinctions within the knowledge
society itself and the fact that
the educational system of the society
is divided, as it is, among a
community college, public university
and small private college system, in
effect tends to repeat and perpetuate
the trifurcation of an elite, privileged,
and educated mass and reinforce the
class divisions within the structure of
the 'Scientific City' itself. 13

Higher education clearly has an option of either perpetuating
its traditional elitist role or establishing new directions.

Through developing institutions, programs, and practices
which serve non-traditional students and communities, institutions of higher education may create a useful role while

maintaining an elitist status.
The Role of Knowledge in Educational Process
One of the major disputes in colleges and univer-

sities today revolves around the concept of knowledge.
The dispute involves two related aspects of the concept:
13

Ibid.

,

p.

242.
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how knowledge is acquired and why
people want knowledge.
For many university educators,
knowledge is acquired
through a combination of different
classroom experiences.
The list may include lectures, prescribed
readings, writing,
questioning, discussions, and examinations.
Any one or
combination of the above is utilized by faculties
in

college classrooms all over the world.

Educators, philosophers,

sociologists, and psychologists would in general
agree that
one major reason why many people want knowledge
is that it
may lead to upward mobility in a job situation.

Presupposing that the statements above are accurate,
instructors must try to define the relationship between a
student acquiring knowledge and then using that knowledge
to attain a better position in life generally or in a

specific job.

In fact, is there a relationship between the

set of activities a student must perform to complete
a course and applying knowledge derived from the course in
a

manner which is useful and/or beneficial to the student?

Can instructors say that a student has knowledge of a
subject if he or she has it in his or her mind?

For example,

consider a graduate student who is in training to be a
school administrator.

This student has completed a course

in school administration and received a grade of A.

The

course reviewed many of the current theories of school

administration, and by way of a paper and an examination.
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the student earned the high
grade.

Does the student have

a knowledge of the subject
or does he have knowledge of
the

theories reviewed on the subject
in the course? Is that
knowledge going to be relevant to him,
if he were to become
a school administrator?
One of the major issues confronting
university and
college faculty is how best to prepare
students for future
careers.
The task of providing a classroom and
experiencebased environment from which most students
may learn can be

difficult.

Faculty members must contend with such problems

as large class sizes and students from diverse
backgrounds

with various levels of sophistication regarding subject
Additional faculty duties such as serving on
dissertation and search committees, together with special

program responsibilities are constraints on faculty time
and resources
The Limits of Theoretical Knowledge

Knowledge gained solely through memorization and
the passing of examinations is limited knowledge.

Learning

only the theories of a specific subject matter and not
being able to understand or examine the premises on which

theories are based results in a restricted approach to
learning.

This approach appears to be consistent with

Kuhn’s use of the term paradigm.

Kuhn describes a set of
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unexamined axioms as a paradigm.

Students' use of such a

paradigm results in limited learning
as well as limited
application of a body of knowledge
which is being introduced
in the classroom,

For example, if the school
administrator in training
only relies on theories reviewed in
a course, his knowledge
will be limited to those theories.
The question of whether
the theories are operational for the
student remains unresolved.
The problem with any theory, method, or
framework, even if tested, is that many are not
necessarily

effective when transposed from one situation to
another.
It may be that a method is effective only when
employed

by its originator, or only with certain groups.

It may

also be true that selected methods are only effective within
a given time frame.

are possible.

Any one or combination of the above

The important point here is that a student

with only theoretical or classroom knowledge of a subject
is at best severely limiting himself or herself.

When it is stated that a person is knowledgeable
on a subject, it must be determined what type of knowledge
the person possesses.

Is it theoretical knowledge, or is

it both theoretical and practical?

Put in other terms,

14

For a more detailed discussion see Thomas S. Kuhn,
The Structure of Scientific Resolutions International
Encyclopedia of Unified Science, Volume 2., Number 2. (Chicago
The University of Chicago Press, 1970).
,
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IS the knowledge solely academic,
or is it academic and

experience-based knowledge?

In the case of the graduate

student mentioned above, the question
should be raised with
reference to the usefulness of his
theoretical knowledge.

How will he apply it as a school
administrator?

Can his

theoretical knowledge be employed in a practical
work
situation?
Of what value is pure theoretical knowledge
by

itself?

This intellectual knowledge remains in the mind,

where it may or may not be put to practical use.

Would it

not be more valid to test some of the theories, models,
or

laarned in the classroom prior to leaving the

university?

In referring to students learning theory

and practice, Kuhn states:
the process of learning a theory
depends upon the study of applications,
including practice problem-solving both
with a pencil and paper and with instrument in the laboratory
.

.

.

It is precisely this type of learning theory that

must be captured in university classrooms, particularly in
urban universities, where the surrounding low-income

geographic areas can be utilized as a laboratory to test
some of the theoretical constructs reviewed in classrooms.

One example of an urban university in the midst of a low15

Kuhn, Scientific Revolutions

,

pp.

46-47.
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income or ghetto area is Howard
University in Washington, D.C.
This urban institution is
surrounded by a large area containing
some of the worst social,
economic and physical conditions
in any major city.
Some academicians are skeptical of
practical experiences that are included with traditional
coursework.
Reasons include;
students are not being fully prepared
to
deal with practical work situations, and
the absence of

proper monitoring procedures are among the
drawbacks cited
by some professors.

There really is only one basic method

of acquiring documentable experiences and
that is to

involve students throughout their academic careers
in practicum
work.
With reference to needed curriculum changes, Newman
states
there has been little shift toward
needed curriculum changes, or the addition
of external work experiences, or any
attempt to teach graduate students the
skills and attitudes needed for serving
society rather than perpetuating the ingrowth of a professional discipline
•

.

.

University and college credit might also be granted to experienced students for their previous, successful, related work.
These procedures would emphasize the importance of less
formal learning experiences in relationship to formal course
work.

Frank Newman, et al.. Report on Higher Education
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971)
p

.

36
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Implementation of various theories
in a practical
environment may cause a series of
administrative and
faculty problems, but there is
a growing awareness of
the
need for such experiences, as
cited by K. Patricia Cross:
Researchers have been criticized
for
presenting data in neat tables and
then leaving practitioners to
develop
the information into useful
educational
^PPtications
Researchers obviously
have enjoyed such a division of
labor
since It permits the luxury of
scientific
objectivity and detachment. But there
IS a growing awareness in the
community
of educators that many expensive
research
projects result in descriptions that
are never translated into tangible suggestions that can be subjected to trial
and discussion.^'
.

An important concept in academic-experience
based
courses which must be given some attention is that
both

student success and failure in these experiences are
important for different reasons

If an academic theory is

.

applied by a student successfully to a practical situation,
the student is at least certain that the theory is applicable
in that one given situation.

On the other hand, if the

theory is not applied with some success then the student
has also learned that in this particular situation the

theory cannot be applied.

The student might do well to

K. Patricia Cross, New Students and New Needs
in Higher Education (Berkeley, California:
Center for
Research and Development in Higher Education, 1972), p. 142.
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try to discover why the theory
is not epplioable.
Yet
xn either case, the important
aspect is that learning has
taken place. Whereas, if students
are only exposed to
theory, it isn't always certain
what is learned in the true
sense of the term. Allen and Kline
have commented:
is a truism among teachers
never really learned the
subject until I tried to teach it.'
Yet in general we deny our students
the opportunity in a similar fashion.
How viable is the idea of the student
*

Iv*
that

I

teacher?-*-°

What can be derived from theoretical exposure
alone is knowledge of the content of a theory.
It remains unknown to the
student whether or not the theory could be
applied successfully to a real life situation.
The Report of the Panel on Youth of the President's

Science Advisory Committee observed:
Schools are apart from society while
the non-academic portions of becoming
adult
such as gaining the capacity
to take responsibility and authority,
learning to care for others who are
dependent, acquiring the ability to
take decisive action, learning how to
work, achieving a sense of self respect,
are directly part of society.
,

1

Dwight W. Allen and Lloyd W. Kline, "Differentiated
in The Teacher's Handbook ed. by Dwight W. Allen
and Eli Seifman (Glenview
Scott Foresman and Company, 1971),
,

:

p.

714.
19

James S. Coleman et al. Youth:
Transition to
The University of Chicago Press, 1974),

Adulthood (Chicago:
p.

142.
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In order for students to
effectively realize their hopes
end
potentials as an integral part of
American society, the

process of education must be both
an intellectual and a
pragmatic experience.

Achievements in Academic and
Practicum Experiences

Another side to the marriage of academic
coursework
and practicum experience is in the
area of student achievement or success. For example, consider
an
individual who

has been a successful school principal
for five years and

who wishes to pursue a graduate degree.

Let us suppose

the grades on his transcript are average
or a little below.

Many graduate schools would require him to take
the

Graduate Record Examination and submit his previous transcripts along with other pertinent data.

If his Graduate

Record Examination scores and his transcript of grades
are average or below, his opportunity for admission is

limited.

Generally

,

there is little consideration given to

previous job experiences, no matter how successful.
Immediately, this limits a successful school principal
from admission to a graduate degree program.

This individual

demonstrates effective job performance, and wishes to pursue
a doctor of education degree with a major in school adminis-

tration.

He possesses documentable evidence of his success
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in the area in which he is
pursuing a higher degree.

Yet
possibly, this principal may not
be admitted to a graduate
program because his academic record
is not comparable to
another applicants with little or
no experience.
There are
many similar situations in other
fields, where academic
success or failure has outweighed
successful job-related
experience. Yet many university and
college administrators
as well as professors would agree
that one of the reasons
for having advanced degree programs is
to prepare people for
successful careers and job experiences.

Along with the possibility of being denied admission
to a graduate program, the above student may
also think

that he is academically inferior.

The student may consider

this academic rating as a manifestation of a lack of

intelligence.

Even though the person has five years docu-

mented, successful, administrative experience, this

experience, generally, does not have equal weight or value
as a transcript with high grades or high scores on the

Graduate Record Examinations.

It is ironic that an indivi-

dual with successful administrative experience as a school

principal may be denied admission to an advanced degree

program for school administrators.
The above is merely one isolated example, there

could be many others cited on both graduate and undergraduate
levels.

Several studies have been compiled by various
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commissions and scholars supporting
the personal experiences
of students. A report prepared
for the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education on degree
structures states:
"Degree
structures should be flexible enough to
facilitate
the

student’s finding a place in the system
of higher education
appropriate to his current interests and abilities

Today there is more access for diverse groups
of
students, including poor and minority students as
well as

experienced learners.

However, students still for the most

part must conform to the traditionally structured academic
scheme of pursuing a degree.

Should access be limited

fo those students who can conform to whatever

academic admissions criteria a university or college demands?
The Role of A Learner in a University
Degree Program
One of the problem areas with experienced learners
is defining their roles within a university or college

degree program.

In a traditional program, their role may

be conceived as somewhat awkward.

One reason is that the

experienced learner may have already put into practice
some of the theories which may be presented in a classroom.
20

Stephen H. Spurr, Academic Degree Structures:
Innovative Approaches (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1970), p. 21.
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He or she is aware of what has
worked and what has not in
his or her particular situation.
Professors may react in
different ways to an experienced
learner.
To some professors these students may prove to
be some type of
threat because of their reliance on
first-hand experiences
to comment on or add to what a
professor may be lecturing
on theoretically.

Traditionally, professors spend much time
lecturing

formally and less time on applying information
contained in
a lecture to real world situations.
It is not so much
that professors are not interested in practical
applica-

tion of theory

,

as it is that this added dimension of

learning has traditionally not been perceived as part of

their academic role.

Other professors may put the skills

and talents of experienced learners to use by perhaps using

them as a resource in classroom discussions with less

experienced learners, who may have a strong theoretical background but little in the way of practical experience.
Perhaps, those strong in theory may help those who are not
as strong in theory as in experience.

Each group may learn

from one another with the professor acting as a facilitator
for this process between both groups.
It should be emphasized that the role of knowledge

itself has not and should not be altered within the context
of university degree programs.

However, what is being altered
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is the definition of knowledge.

Along with the intellectual

aspect of the concept of knowledge,
there is a practical
and experimental side which must be
included in order to

facilitate a more total and all inclusive
definition.

Such

a definition will benefit students
and hopefully aid them

in creating theoretical and practical
experience in attempting
to solve the ever changing problems in
society.

Non-Traditional University and College
Degree Programs
ihe first section of Chapter I, some of the

problem areas facing urban universities have been conceptualized.

It may be argued that the above problematic

analysis is limited and unfair.

What needs to be made

clear is that the urban university
goals of many of its students.

meeting the educational

Still there are substantial

numbers of people who cannot fit the mold of the traditional

university and thus are not served by it.

These students

are among those Patricia Cross refers to as "New Students--

those in the lowest third academically

include poor and minority students.

..."

and usually

It is this group of

individuals both young and old that the university must
include in its population.

There is no suggestion being

made to do away with all traditional university approaches
21

Cross, New Students

p.

143.
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to education, but only to provide
alternate options for

people who cannot benefit from
traditional university
degree programs.

Current literature in higher education
contains
many new terms such as:
external degree, University

Without Walls, University Year for Action,
Career Opportunities Programs, and credit or degree by
examination.

All of these terms are subsumed under the
general term

non-traditional study.

The concept of non-traditional

programs is difficult to define because of the diversity
of types of programs in this category.

One of the better

definitions of the concept was comprised by Samuel Gould
and Patricia Cross:
non traditional study consists
of a set of learning experiences free
of time and space limitations organized
so that the student may acquire new
skills or attainments extending his
personal, intellectual, esthetic or
vocational development 2 2
.

.

.

.

The above definition is general enough to take into consid-

eration the many diverse aspects of non-traditional learning,
yet is specific enough to contain the essence of this

approach to higher education.
22

Samuel B. Gould and K. Patricia Cross, Explorations
in Non-Traditional Study (San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Inc.,
Publishers, 1972), p. 14.
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The concept of non- traditional
study as cited by
Gould and Cross emerges in the
following descriptions of
two non- traditional programs,
on the graduate and undergraduate
levels.
The first program was the
Urban Studies Program at
Howard University in Washington,
D.C. which awarded Master's
degrees in the area of Urban Studies.
The second program
is the Career Opportunities
Program, administered by the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
Center for Urban
Education. The Career Opportunities
Program awards Bachelor
of Arts degrees with a major in Elementary
Education
to

paraprofessionals working in urban school systems.

Currently,

the Center for Urban Education is operating
Career Oppor-

tunities Programs in three urban city areas:

Springfield,

and Worcester, Massachusetts as well as Brooklyn,
New York.
The Urban Studies Program-Howard University

This program made available to students an educa-

tional experience which enabled them to work towards the

solution of urban social problems.

The program was designed

for participants to gain the professional competence and

technical knowledge needed in the fields of urban social
planning, urban program administration, social welfare pro-

gram operations and social intervention research.
The program stressed an interdisciplinary approach
to the problems of modern cities

.

Many of the course
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activities were in the context of
research and seminars on
current and relevant social problems,
developing social
intervention models, and of on-the-site
evaluation of
federal, state, and managerial programs.
The educational
process centered on the intellectual and
emotional interests
of the student, who was encouraged and
aided in personal
growth both as an individual and as an agent
of social change.
The program encouraged the student to pursue
his own interests
and to develop these into mature growth promoting
professional
goals
To complete a Master’s Degree in Urban Studies,
a person must have pursued a minimum of forty-eight
hours

beyond the Bachelor’s Degree.

A minimum of twenty-seven

hours in formal course work is required.

Six hours will

be given for a thesis which was also required.

A maximum

of fifteen hours could be gained for on-going monitored

practicum experience, and/or documented previous work- related
experiences 23
.

.

Practicum credit was granted through monitored

placement in public or private agencies

,

or many students

utilized their current employment if it was deemed relevant
to the students.

This work situation would also be monitored

by faculty or staff within the department of Urban Studies.

This model for documenting and evaluating previous
work-related experiences for academic credit and an example
of a transcript documenting a completed program of study is
contained in Chapter III.
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The culminating learning experience
to the Urban
Studies program was in the form of a
thesis.
The thesis
was viewed as the climax of a student’s
involvement with
the program prior to being awarded a
degree and was expected
to represent his/her best and most
creative thinking.

Traditional theses were not anticipated.

Original, socially-

critical and action-oriented pieces which demonstrated
that
a student was prepared to operate in the
urban arena
in a

*^®cisive and critical fashion were expected.

To be admitted to this interdisciplinary graduate

program for a Master's degree, a student must have satisfied
requirements for admission as set forth by the Graduate
School at Howard University.

The basic university require-

ment for admission was graduation from an accredited four
year college.

Preference was given to students with back-

grounds in Sociology, Psychology, Law, City Planning,
Business, and Education.

The above represents

a descrip-

tion of the Urban Studies Program as it evolved between
1969-1972.
The Career Opportunities Program

Initiated in 1967 under the Educational Professional

Development Act, The Career Opportunities Program (COP) was
designed to alleviate the urban teacher shortage and to
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enhance educational opportunity for
inner-city children.
The purpose of the Career
Opportunities Program is to
provide low-income people in urban
cities the opportunity of
working in a school system while
pursuing a Bachelor's Degree
in Elementary Education.
One of the crucial aspects of COP
IS the training a person receives
in the urban classroom
while earning a degree.
If a person begins the program with
no transfer credit, it is conceivable
that he/she will gain
as much as four school years of supervised
classroom experiences
while pursuing a degree. This amount of experience
far exceeds
the usual one semester in many teacher preparation
programs.

Another important and non-traditional aspect of
the program is the granting of practicum
credit for the

monitored classroom instructional experiences of the
participant.

This component allows for learning to take place
on

two levels.

The first is the learning gained by the partici-

pant through the classroom observations and constructive
supervision.

The learning may be in the form of emphasizing

the positive constructive aspects of the paraprofessional
as well as providing assistance via group meetings,
workshops,

or other such methods to aid areas which may need improvement.
24

See Dennis Haywood Tyler, "Educational Renewal

Through Training for Diverse Urban School Population."

(unpublished dissertation. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts, March, 1973), and Bobby F. Gentry,
"Differentiated Staffing for Urban Schools." (unpublished
dissertation. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, February, 1972).
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On the other hand, practicum
provides a mechanism
for experienced-based training
of supervisors, who monitor
the classroom experiences of
paraprofessionals
These
supervisors are ordinarily students
pursuing advanced
graduate degrees on the master's and
doctoral levels.
.

The setting up of a Career Opportunities
Program

begins when an urban school system obtains
federal funds for
a Career Opportunities Program.
The school system then subcontracts with a college or university for providing
an

academic program leading to a bachelor's degree.

The college

or university also arranges the teaching, coordinating,
and

supervisory personnel.
central location.

Courses are conducted on-site in a

This is done in order that no undue burden

is placed on any of the participants

family responsibilities

,

,

especially those with

which under normal circumstances

might hinder pursuing a degree.
Program descriptions such as this basic outline of
COP, are given to provide a general idea of how non- traditional

programs are structured.

In the case of the Urban Studies

Program at Howard, the second chapter will include detailed

description in the form of case studies of student learning
experiences in this non-traditional program.
These program descriptions are provided as back-

ground for the journalistic case studies of student-perceived
learning to be found in Chapter II.

Included with the
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Howard Graduate program interviews
are interviews of students
in the University Year
for Action, the University
Without
Walls, and the Worcester
Career Opportunities Program
administered by the University of
Massachusetts. Amherst.

CHAPTER

II

JOURNALISTIC CASE STUDIES OF STUDENT LEARNING
IN ACADEMIC-EXPERIENCE BASED PROGRAMS
The purpose of this chapter is to document
student
the context of four academic-experience

based university programs.

To date much that has been

focuses on detailed descriptions of new or on-

going non-traditional programs.

This information is

much needed and desired because of the relative newness of
this style of learning.

Our concern here is to describe

in detail student perceived learning which occurred in

non-traditional university programs
The first set of descriptions are based on

personal interviews with selected students who completed
a Master's Degree in Urban Studies at Howard University

in June 1972.

These interviews were conducted in October

1973, over a year after the students completed their

master's degree programs.

Descriptions of interviews

held at that time, with four former students are included
in this chapter.

The author is a graduate of the Howard

Program in Urban Studies; a description of his learning
is also contained within this chapter.

The second set of descriptions are based on

personal interviews with selected students actively partic-
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ipating in The University Year for
Action Program,
The University Without Walls, and
The Worcester Career
Opportunities Program. These three programs

are on the

undergraduate level at the University of
Massachusetts,
Amherst.
Interviews were conducted in December
1973.

The author now serves as Academic Coordinator
of the

Worcester Career Opportunities Program.
Some may question the methodology used herein.
The establishment of Reflection as a legitimate process
of

inquiry

is utilized here.

Students interviewed were asked

to reflect on their past learning experience in the Howard

Graduate Program, University Year for Action, University

Without Walls, and the Worcester Career Opportunities
Program.

Selected areas were culled for reflection in

order to establish in retrospect the actual learning derived
from these programs by each student.
No attempt has been made to categorize different

kinds of learning, only to describe learning in whatever

context the student chose.

Descriptions of student

perceived learning are utilized within this study.
The Leaning Ivory Tower
^Warren Bennis
(San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1973), p.6.
.

The
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necessity for the use of description is cited
in the
following statement by Sarason:
One of the major values of an adequate
description of what was done is that it
would provide us with a basis for deciding
what could have been done, and until one
faces the facts that there are many alternatives the significance of what was
done for future action is drastically reduced 2
.

In order to initiate discussion the following questions

were posed to each program participant:
1.

What type of experiences (i.e. job, college,
etc.) were you involved in before you entered

the
2

.

Program?

Why did you chose the

Program?

Did you investigate other
3

.

programs?

Presupposing that a combination of academic
and practical work may better prepare students
for future job experiences (and in some in-

stance change future job choices), what type
of experience did you derive from the

Program?
4

.

What negative experiences did you encounter
in the

Program?

O

Seymour B. Sarason. The Culture of the School
Allyn and Bacon, Tnc
( Boston
and the Problem of Change
1971), p. 24.
:

.
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Program prepare

^

you for your present job situation?
The names used in the descriptions below
are pseudonyms.

John

John was a young, black student who came directly

from his undergraduate, Business Administration Program
at Howard to the graduate progreun in Urban Studies.

He

was accepted at two major universities for Master’s degree

programs in business administration, as well as the Urban
Studies Program.
reasons.

John chose the Howard Program for two

First, he did not want to leave Washington, D.C.

to go on for advanced graduate study.

Secondly, John was

attracted to the Program because of applicability of Urban
Studies.

"One of the things

I

found, after looking into

Urban Studies was that it was a new technology, a new
field," he said.

"It cross cut many areas of society, and

it could be utilized in many ways.

So many things were

subsumed under that field," John continued --areas such as
,

business, health, and future planning."

Because of the

relative newness of this approach, this student thought
that there would be very few people with similar training
in such a diverse area.

John, who was Chairman of the Evaluation Committee,

cited as his first area of learning his exposure to in-
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dividuals who were older and more experienced
than
himself.

Many of the students in the Program had
success-

ful jobs and were studying to advance themselves
in their

positions.

He stated, "Often many of the people who were

in the Program would bring their specific on the
job

problems to the class for discussion."

John continued,

"They would see if other students had insight or past

experiences that would provide information that could be
applied to the problem being considered."

John cited

these aspects of the Program as integral parts of his

learning experiences.
The structure of the Urban Studies Program in-

cluded various committees in areas such as curriculum,

admissions, evaluation, advising, and an executive
committee.

Student committee members were elected by the

graduate student body in the Program.

The ratio of faculty

to students varied from committee to committee.

In most

instances, the ratio was equal with the exception of the

executive committee which had only one student representative

.

The purpose of the evaluation committee was to

consider the granting of academic credit for documented
previous life experiences.

The experiences had to fall

within the scope of selected broad categories

.

Students
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were required to submit documentation
that reflected
their knowledge and/or skills in
specific areas.

John led this committee in the
formulation of
criteria for evaluation of student life
experiences.

Through utilizing the committee concept in the
program,
students were being made responsible for their

own actions.

Positive aspects present in the Program were;
participation,
input, and consensual decision-making," he explained.

"Those just are not the norm for educational programs."
In retrospect

,

John considered worthwhile both participating

in committee work and interacting with other committee

members.

In his present position, John is serving on

committees and has considerable input.

He possesses the

ability to organize and structure procedures to achieve
committee goals.

This ability, in part, was derived from

his experiences serving on committees in the Urban Studies

Program.
The committee structure of faculty and students

created a positive learning environment.

Both groups

could learn from the successful implementation of procedures

developed by committees.

Learning also could be derived

from procedures which proved to be unsuccessful.

Students

had an active voice in policies instituted by the program

administration.

John thought that faculty-student partic-
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ipation in policy making was not found in other graduate
programs.

It was John’s opinion that learning could

take place in programs planned jointly by faculty and
students.

He mentioned the setting of measurable criteria

as a major problem in the initial stages of the work of

the Evaluation Committee in the Urban Studies Program.

John considered the process of developing criteria a

profitable learning experience for himself, as well as
being advantageous for the entire program.
An indepth interview was included in the mechanisms
for granting academic credit.

The Evaluation Committee

was comprised of faculty and students who possessed pre-

vious work experience.

These individuals had understanding

of information put forth by students applying for credit,

John thought that the indepth interview was an important
aspect of the process of evaluating previous work experiences.

"Basically," he stated, "for the kind of multi-

disciplinary program we were offering, life experiences
were a very important variable."
In discussing formal coursework, John maintained

that attending classes was important.

One reason which

John gave for his opinion was that in order to analyze
a system a person must first know and understand what

the system entails

.

John added that good courses were

dependent upon the instructor’s attitude which set the
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tone for the course.

Basically, he thought that the

potential benefits of classroom instruction
warranted
his attendance.
In comparing practicum experiences and
formal

course work, John stated that properly monitored
practicums
were more beneficial for his learning.

Practicum place-

ments should provide the proper exposure for students.
This exposure should encompass student participation in
all levels of the practicum experience.

Students should

work with people who carry on the day to day program
functions as well as participating in executive and

administrative meetings.

John’s practicum provided the

basis for his master’s thesis which was the culminating

experience in the Urban Studies Program.

He commented

that there should be an agreed upon end product for

practicum experiences both for the purposes of structure
and motivation.

Practicum also may be used by students

as a testing ground for theories learned in the classroom.

Alice

Alice was an administrative assistant to the

Director of the Urban Studies Program.

She was involved

in planning the Program from its initial stages as it

evolved from a non-degree New Careers Program funded by
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the National Institute of Mental Health.

Alice has an

undergraduate degree in business administration and
initially wanted to pursue graduate study in the same
area.
She considered some of the graduate programs in
business

administration in the Washington, D.C. area.

For a number

of reasons ranging from class scheduling to program

structure, Alice was not totally satisfied with any of the

programs that she investigated.
The Urban Studies Program was a year old when

Alice decided to apply for admission.

Because of her

position as Administrative Assistant, she was able to
observe many aspects of the Program.

Alice maintained

that one of the elements which attracted her to the Program
was the practical work performed by many students in the

community.

She mentioned that some programs at other

universities espoused practicum community-based components
but in reality had traditional programs with new course
titles.

Alice explained that her decision to enter the

Program came, "When

I

saw students getting involved in the

teachers’ strike and really getting in the community and

doing something."

She added, "I had seen so many programs

that intended to get in the community, and never did."

Faculty attitude was another reason for Alice
seeking admission to the Program.

Most of the Urban
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Studies faculty held full-time positions in various

government and local social agencies as well as in
schools
throughout the Metropolitan Washington, D,C. area.
Faculty were committed to training students to be social
change agents

.

One manner in which their commitment was

exemplified was their continuing "to teach in the Program
for four months without receiving or knowing when they

would receive their salary."

The salary problem existed

because the Urban Studies Program did not receive final
approval from the Howard Graduate School until four months
after the first semester commenced.
Alice enrolled in a second semester course in

which her assignment was to evaluate a program or agency
providing some type of service to the surrounding community.
She chose to investigate the Food Stamp Program.

She

decided to apply for food stamps in order to obtain a true
picture of the services provided by the agency.

Alice stood

in long lines from 6:00 a.m. to almost noon before she

could establish whether or not she was eligible to receive
food stamps.

She gave a detailed account of the frustrations

of this experience and related how dehumanizing the

procedure had been.

"I got tremendous insight," she said,

"from doing this evaluation."

In Alice's class, the Food

Stamp Program concept was discussed at length but had she
not been exposed to the procedure of trying to obtain
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these stamps, she would have had no idea how
this program
functioned in a real life situation.

Alice pointed out that the bulk of her learning
had not taken place in the classroom but was derived
from

her course assignment.

She gave the course a favorable

evaluation because of the learning gained from her practical
experience dealing with the food stamp procedures.

Accord-

ing to Alice, there were other students who had learned

substantially from their in-class experiences.

Her recom-

mendations included combining formal classwork with experimental learning.

Another important aspect of Alice's learning was
her practicum in which she was assigned to a commission

which evaluated ambulance services in the Metropolitan,
Washington, D.C. area.

In Alice's opinion, a student in

training to be an urbanologist or a social change agent
should be exposed to an interdisciplinary approach which

includes the study of sociology, psychology, community

development, urban planning, fiscal management, urban

administration, and education.

A person should be exposed

beyond his or her own area of interest and should be
given an opportunity to explore areas where he or she has
little knowledge.

interviewed

,

This view is contrary to other students

who believe that one should pursue an area

of interest to obtain some specialization.
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Other students interviewed expressed
interest in
utilizing their current jobs as a practicum
placement.
Alice’s feelings were negative on this point
because she
explained, "I think in a lot of jobs, especially
federal
and government positions, you can sit in a job for
ten

years and get one year's experience ten times."

She was

careful not to make a generalization on this, however,

because she agreed that if a person's current work had
*^i^®ct applicability to class related projects or their

thesis, that the practicum should then be acceptable.

Alice stated that if she had a choice of practicums
she would probably not have elected to work with a group

slated to evaluate ambulance services.

She admitted that

she knew little concerning ambulance services or how to

evaluate them.

Through her experiences in this practicum,

Alice learned to develop various procedures aimed at

testing the effectiveness as well as the limits of this
public service.
Presently, Alice is employed as an Assistant

Program Planner at one of the greater Metropolitan Boards
of Education.

It is her belief that her experiences

planning the Urban Studies Program had a direct influence
on the attainment of her present position.

In Alice's

estimation, the concept of academic and experience based
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learning is more versatile than classroom instruction
by itself.

Don

Don is a middle aged, former career officer in the

military.

He is presently the Acting Deputy Superintendent

for Management Services in one of the Metropolitan Wash-

ington

,

D.C. area public school systems.

Prior to entering

the Urban Studies Program, he held the position of Assistant

Superintendent for Business Administration in the same
school system.
Don chose the Urban Studies Program at Howard

because he wanted to study city-related educational problems which were relevant to his position as Assistant

Superintendent of Business Administration.

Don was en-

rolled in a graduate program in business administration
in another metropolitan area university.

This program

was preparing students for careers in marketing and in-

dustry.

It was not related to analyzing urban educational

and social systems, topics in which Don was interested.
The diversity of the student body in the Urban

Studies Program was a beneficial aspect for Don.

most important things

I

"The

got from the Program,*' he stated,

"were the benefits of a diversity of students and the
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Ideas those students brought to the
Program." Don saw
classes as fulfilling his needs, especially
since they
offered him a chance to receive ideas
from students

younger than himself as well as from students
who were
his own age.
Don utilized his position working in the
school

system as his practicum placement.

He stated that

valuable learning had taken place during his practicum
because he was designing a systems approach to urban
school management, which would be implemented in the
school system in which he was employed.

Don’s thesis

was to be the final report of his approach designed specif-

ically for his school system.

His approach in which

"education and management function on the same level but
separately" is in operation today.

In evaluating his

experiences, Don thought that real learning took place
for him during the practicum and thesis experience.

He

designed a system based on his and his co-workers
experiences, and then saw it implemented and had the

opportunity to observe how it functioned.
Don commented that often in the past, he had re-

searched lengthly term papers and projects but was unable
to discover whether the concepts, theories, or new in-

formation was in any way applicable to a real life situation.
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This student saw his experience
useful, rewarding, and
applicable to a real life situation. Had
he been in a
more traditional program, Don would not
have been able
to carry out this project which was
not only beneficial
to himself but also for many others in
the school system
where he was employed

Don cited a particular course assignment as an

important aspect of his learning.

The course assignment

entailed designing a theoretical city.

Different groups

in the class were responsible for various sections of

the proposed city

.

At the conclusion of the course

the class would present their model city to a panel of

urban planners at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

Don commented earlier that he did not like

formal coursework but in this particular course and in
others similar to it, he was motivated to learn and to

prepare reports.

In a traditional classroom, he would

not have wished to participate in these types of assign-

ments.

When he received stimulation from course related

experiences which he found to be meaningful, Don considered
studying challenging and interesting.

In his opinion,

"stanch traditionalism in institutions, administrations,
and faculties" are the greatest barriers to change within

higher education with respect to academic and experience
based programs.
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Ben

Ben is a retired military officer,
who is currently
a teacher in a large, urban school
system and the owner
of a real estate firm.
He earned a Bachelor's degree at a

city college in special education.

Ben earned his under-

graduate degree after retiring from the service.
the service

,

While in

Ben attended two colleges for very specific

courses but not in a degree program.
This adult learner was interested in obtaining a

master

s

degree in the area of urban studies focusing on

community development, community education, and land-use
planning.

Ben, initially, was accepted into another metro-

politan area university graduate program.

After his accept-

ance, he met with his advisor and was told he would be

required to take courses in accounting and other areas

which were of little interest to him.

His advisor suggested

that he investigate the Urban Studies Program at Howard

which might better suit his needs.

After considering

the Howard Program, Ben decided to apply and was accepted.

His reasons for choosing Urban Studies were the Program's

interdisciplinary approach and its combination of academic
courses and practical work.

The program in which Ben was

first accepted was specific and structured and did not

include a practicum component.

"I thought the Program at
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Howard was more flexible," he
explained, "and I thought the
type of people in that Program would
give me a better

orientation in the direction

I

wanted to go."

Informal atmosphere in classes and
seminars and the
diverse student population were elements
in the Program
which Ben felt contributed to his learning.
The informal
atmosphere created an environment for Ben where
he could
discuss his knowledge,

students.

ideas, and concepts with fellow

He could draw from his past experiences and

speak about them in relationship to present situations
in
an arena where they were constructively criticized and

analyzed.

Ben stated that other students in the Program

shared his enthusiasm for this open and non-threatening

atmosphere
This former student discussed the recognition of
the usefulness of past experiences and compared them with

formal education.

He specifically mentioned practicum,

"The practicum gave me the opportunity to discuss and

compare, in a relaxed atmosphere, knowledge which

had."

I

already

Ben believes it is important to combine the two in

order to focus on present day dilemmas.

According to Ben, much of the coursework in the
Urban Studies Program provided him with new knowledge in

many areas.

He felt that some of the coursework offered
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him materials and ideas which
apply to his present work
situation.
Ben cited the planning course,
mentioned by
Don earlier, as an example of a
useful academic experience.
He also referred to other courses
in which he learned a
great deal.
In all course examples, he stated
the relationship between the academic coursework
and the practical
work established by the instructor and
student as the most
useful form of learning for him.
As mentioned above, Ben is currently a teacher
in
an urban school system.

His principal approached him

concerning the addition of an urban studies course to the

curriculum on the high school level

.

Ben is presently

preparing to teach such a course to be implemented in
September 1974.

Within his preparation, Ben is reviewing

the broad areas of urban studies and is considering dif-

ferent methods of presentation suitable for the secondary
school level.

In his opinion, it is advantageous to begin

such a course in high school.

Ben stated that the intro-

duction of such a course will bring change in the school

curriculum structure and in student attitude toward the
sub j ect
One of the aspects of the Program which Ben con-

sidered particularly profitable for himself and other

students was the evaluation of previous life experiences
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for university graduate credit.

Ben possesses documented

previous experience in administration, program
evaluation,
and teaching.
He acquired these experiences while teaching
in city schools and during his military service.

Ben was

awarded fifteen credits from the evaluation committee
to
be applied toward his degree.

Because this credit was

granted, he was exempted from courses in which he

demonstrated knowledge from previous experiences.

This

allowed Ben flexibility in course selections, and allowed

him to focus on his areas of interest.
Bryan

Bryan was one of the younger students in the
Program.

While an undergraduate, he had had experience

in community development and was teaching in an urban

junior high school during the time he was enrolled in the

Urban Studies Program.

Although Bryan had been accepted at other graduate
programs, he chose the Urban Studies Program because of
its interdisciplinary approach to the subject.

"Other

graduate programs were more specific and in some ways
limited," he stated.

When searching for a graduate

program, Bryan said he was interested in community de-

velopment and urban education.

He was looking for an
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opportunity to study in an environment
where he could draw
upon previous experience and at the
same time be exposed

to new information.

for Bryan.

This aspect was a major consideration

He estimated that the best context
for utilizing

previous experiences is in a program such as
Urban Studies
which combines academic coursework with related
practicum

experiences
There are several aspects of the Program which

fostered real learning," explained Bryan.

"The fact that

I

was white and attending an almost totally Black institution
was an instrumental factor in my education."

He continued,

"It is one experience to read and study about the origins

and causes of white racism and prejudice.

It is a totally

different situation," he added, "to learn from seminars,
discussions, and interaction with Black students.

Learning

first hand about the subtleties of white racism was a

unique experience."

Bryan said that he learned racism

could be open and blatant as well as subtle with reference
to the manner in which health and social agencies delivered

their services in low-income or ghetto areas.

He viewed

his personal interaction with other students and dealing

with his own racist tendencies as a crucial part of his
learning.

"A change in atmosphere came," he stated.

"Early

in the Program, there was a transition from mutual feelings
of suspicion to an atmosphere of mutual respect."
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Other important factors of this
Program which
Bryan cited included:
diversity of coursework,
core

seminars, and evaluation of documented
life experiences
for academic credit.
Since the above have been discussed
at length in previous case studies,
they will not be in-

cluded here.

In Bryan’s opinion, his practicum
and master’s

thesis were the culmination of his learning
in the Urban
Studies Program.
He utilized the school in which he was

teaching as his practicum placement.

Bryan explained, "My

thesis was an analysis of class experiments studying
student

achievement in attaining defined goals within a group process.

"This experiment," he added, "was planned with my

thesis committee which was comprised of three faculty

members selected by me."

Bryan thought the process of

planning and coordinating the class experiments was a profitable learning procedure.

This student observed, "The

prospect of initiating a change strategy within my own

classroom was challenging, since

I

would have to monitor

the day by day class experiments and contend with their

outcome."

He continued, "Perhaps the best type of learning

took place at this juncture in my program.

A change

strategy had been planned and implemented," Bryan concluded, "and the results of the effort would be documented
in a thesis.
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According to this study, to put a concept
into
practice, observe its success, and also to
receive academic
recognition is not the usual procedure for one to
obtain
a master's degree.
In Bryan's opinion, he was not merely
performing an academic exercise; he was able to
comprehend
the usefulness of the experience and at the same
time fulfill
an academic requirement.

"I view," stated Bryan,

"the

Urban Studies Program as an explicit example of combining
academic and experience based learning."

University Year for Action,
University Without Walls, and
Worcester Career Opportunities Program
This section of Chapter II contains expanded

descriptions of student perceived learning given by
individual students at the time of their participation
in non-traditional degree programs at the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst.
here are:

The programs to be considered

The University Year for Action (UYA)

University Without Walls (UWW)
Opportunities Program (WCOP)

briefly described.

.

,

,

The

and the Worcester Career

Each program will be

After each description, accounts of

student perceived learning will be given.

This information

was culled from tape-recorded interviews with students

who have participated in the programs
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Students were asked to respond to
questions that
were similar to those asked of graduate
students in the
Urban Studies Program at Howard University.
Inquiries
were slightly modified to reflect
differences in purpose
and style of program operation. The sole
purpose is to

describe in detail learning as it is perceived
on the part
of students participating in non-traditional
educational
experiences

University Year for Action

University Year for Action is a program which
allows a student to participate for one full year in a
social agency designed to meet the various needs of lowincome community residents.

"Student volunteers" as they

are called work in areas such as community development,

mental health, education, or legal aid agencies.

Students

are paid a small stipend to help cover the cost of tuition
and living expenses.

Whenever possible volunteers are

required to live in the community where they are working.
UYA students maintain their university status while

participating in the program and receive thirty (30) units
of credit, the credit equivalent of one academic year.

Both

undergraduate and graduate students are eligible for this
program
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"University Year for Action is authorized
under
Title VIII, Domestic Volunteer Service
Programs
of the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended
(42.U.S.C.
2991-2994." 2 UYA has been financed from funds
appropriated
from Title VIII of the Economic Opportunity Act."^
Students
in UYA have a full-time position with a job
description
at the agency where they are placed.

Volunteers take part

in staff meetings, planning and evaluation sessions,
and

are required to perform the same tasks as any full-time

employee of a given agency.

Based on his or her area of

interest, a student has the opportunity to choose the

agency in which he or she wishes to work.

Every effort

is made to grant student choice, however, manpower and

agency need also play a role in all volunteer placements,
2

Some of the information on the University Year
for Action was derived from the handbook of University
Year for Action, compiled at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst, entitled "University Year for Action A Guide for
Students, Faculty and Agencies." June, 1973.
3

....

Some of the information in this section was derived
from the University Without Walls, Annual Report Academic
Year 1972-73.
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Student-Perceived Learning in
the University Year for Action
Student responses, which follow, were
culled from
group interviews with participants in
the University Year
for Action.
Questioning was directed at two general areas:
why students chose University Year for
Action, and what
knowledge they acquired in this non-traditional
program.
Students responded in the following manner to

questions concerning why they chose the University Year
for Action.

"I felt sort of stifled after three years in

the classroom," one student commented.

about problems in the world

,

nothing is ever done about

them," reasoned a second student.
I

"You sit and talk

He continued, "I felt

wanted to go out and do something to help myself and

other people."

A student in her junior year had decided to quit
school until she found out about Action.

"I was getting

fairly bored with school altogether," she explained.
"UYA is the same thing as quitting school," she said, "but
you also stay in it.

I

put off quitting school until

could think it out further."

I

Some students stated that

they had been looking for a way to get out of the class-

room since high school, and Action provided the opportunity
they had been seeking.

One student complained, "I am
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very bored when

I

learn something in a classroom and don't

have a chance to apply it."
A psychology major explained that she had quit
school once and then returned.

This individual was ready

to quit again because of dissatisfaction with the class-

room environment,

"UYA is attractive because it gets you

a position in your field of interest, some money and credit,"

the student explained enthusiastically.
to quit school, but

I

"I did not want

didn't want to sit through classes

any longer," continued the psychology major.
learn,

I

like to learn,

stand school.

I

like to read, but

"I want to
I

just couldn't

I'm interested in school but it turns me off."

One student who was looking for a job found UYA

had the entree into a job position.
"My department has field work.

job," she stated.
I

I

This student explained,

needed Action for the

"I had never held a full-time job before,

was a professional student."

The student commented that

because of the Program, "I have been able to see what it is
like to work a full day."

It was not dissatisfaction with
a desire for

university life that brought her to Action but
real life situation experiences.

"Unlike other students,"

she added, "I did not get into Action because

I

wanted to

get away from the University."
Some older and experienced students were absent
to military
from the university for long periods of time due
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service or family reasons.

One such student stated
that

he had difficulty readjusting
to studying with students
who "had done nothing but go to
school and have their
parents pay for it." This older
student added, "UYA is

beneficial because
work

I

could integrate my academics with
my

”
.

A career-minded student felt that UYA
was "good
experience to have on your record for getting
a job."
He
stated, "it might give you that extra push
you need to
get a good job."

Some graduates thought UYA was a more

valid educational experience than working on a
thesis.

One

graduate student explained, "Working on my own and
making
my own decisions taught me how to work on practical problem
solving.

One of the things

I

find gratifying," he continued,

"is you see a problem, analyze it, and work towards a

solution for it."

The student considered this form of

learning different from the more typical situation where a

problem is posed in class by an instructor and the student
writes up a solution as an assignment.

"You never know how

your solution stacks up against someone else's," he

concluded
What does a student perceive as being learned in
UYA?

One volunteer gave the following response:

"I

learned more quality things here in six months that

learned in three years of school."

I

He added, "I wish

I
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could have done some practical
work during my last three
years, while I was learning
theory." Looking very
serious,
the volunteer continued,
"I don't remember much
from what
I learned in the
classroom.
The theory that they teach
in the university falls
apart in the real world."

Another UYA student gave this
observation on
communication skills, "I've learned
how to deal with people
and communicate with people of
all sorts, " he explained,
"from the wealthy people who give
money to
this agency, to

the kids who throw rocks and break
some of the windows,"
This student stated, "I think this
is more important than
anything you can learn in a textbook.
Facts you can get in
a book," he reasoned, "but books will
never teach you to
work with people. That, "he concluded,
"you have to get
from practice."

This same student volunteer also commented on the

time and scheduling aspect of his experiences.
I

wish

I

He began,

had done my practicum during my freshman year."

He explained, "There are a lot of courses

I

would now like

to take and I have only one semester left before graduation."

The student considered practicum very valuable.

He

concluded, "Every student should have a semester of practicum.
You are required to take rhetoric
of your four years in college?"

,

why not practicum as part
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One volunteer told of how
he had to cope with
living away from the university.
He considered the ex-

perience a realistic and valuable
lesson.
He began, "For
the first week, I had no
water or heat in my apartment,
1 had to buy my own food.
I had no one to turn to,"
he
said, "I had to deal with it
myself. At

UMass, all these

needs are met and you have someone
to turn to if they are
not." The student explained, "It
is depressing to go back
to the University because it is just
not real.
The purpose
of the University," he commented, "is
to prepare
you for

the real world, and the fact is it does
just the opposite,
it gives you false ideas about the real
world."

Learning to teach math to seventh, eighth, and

ninth grade students who could not function within a

regular school is an experience described by one volunteer
to UYA.

"You learn how to work with children," she explained,

the limits of what you thought were areas of interest.
I

discovered interest areas that

I

did not realize existed."

The volunteer continued, "You also grow personally through

learning to get along with other members of the staff that
you work with."
This student also commented on teaching students

within the classroom.

"It is one thing to sit in a class-

room and learn about a hyperactive child."

She states.
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however, "It is quite another
matter to work with one
for
seven hours a day." This
student added, "It is much
better
to get experience in a
practicum in college before
a person
enters the job market." The
UYA student concluded with
the comment, "Students know
more of what type of job
they
want and what type of job
they can handle based on
their
past experience."
Other aspects of the University
Year for Action
Program which students considered
to be of particular
value were full-time employment
and learning about neighborhood health programs and model
cities.
Students thought
it was important to know how
model cities interrelated with
other city agencies.

University Without Walls (UWW)
The University Without Walls Program at
the

University of Massachusetts, Amherst allows students
an
opportunity to pursue a Bachelor's degree without

signif-

icantly altering their present life situation.

This

program is designed to attract a diverse student population
including older experienced learners, minority students,

low-income students, and women.
Students in the University Without Walls Program

individually negotiate their programs of study which might
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include traditional courses,
independent study contracts
or practicum and supervised
field work experiences.
UWW
also has defined mechanisms
for the granting of
academic
credit for prior non-formal
learning experiences.
Students
may also choose their own
major field; it can be an
already
existing field or a new field
which specifies a particular
area of interest and competence.
In addition, students may
choose an interdisciplinary
major.
The degree
of a

University Without Walls student
reads:

"Bachelor of Arts

or Bachelor of Science in the
University Without Walls with
dn Individual concentration in
(to be named by each student)"^

Student-Perceived Learning in
The University Without Walls Program
Questions posed to UWW students were similar
to
but not exactly the same as those posed to
University Year
for Action students.
Both programs are non-traditional

however, they differ significantly in scope and
purpose.
Because of these differences questions had to be altered

accordingly
4

University of Massachusetts/Amherst, "University
Without Walls Program Annual Report Academic Year 1972-73,"
p.3. (mimeographed.)
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Why do students choose
the University Without
Walls
Program? One student
responded, "I got into UWW
basically
because of the time element.
I „ork days and I
am involved
in several community
organizations." This student
was
interested in independent study,
work study, and practicum
which allowed her the flexibility
to pursue a degree.
"Pnior
to entering UWW, she stated,
"I took courses here and
there
and I was not able to make any
headway towards a degree.
got sick and tired of being a
door mat," she sighed, "you
know you have the knowledge, but
don't have a degree. If
you don't have a degree," she added,
"someone with less
knowledge and a degree may get a job
above you
I

The granting of academic credit for
previous

learning experience is among the important
reasons for
choosing UWW.
Students also indicated that UWW staff helped
them to locate sources of financial aid for
tuition and

helped students to apply for such aid.
Course offerings in Spanish and nearby location

were important factors for one student.

"I chose UWW because

the classes are in Spanish and held in the community
where
I

can attend them easily.
and

I

I

work all day," she explained,

would not be able to travel to a university at night.

This is what attracted me to UWW."

"I find that it is not

easy for me to sit in a class for two hours," commented
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another student, "so practicum,
independent study, and
work study make UWW attractive,
and I can do my work at
my
own rate
.

A third UWW student was
also enthusiastic about
the advantages of bi-lingual
education.
-I like UWW because
the classes are bi-lingual,
and in general it is easier
for
me to pursue a degree." The
student concluded, "People
join UWW because you can study
at your own rate and have
time for your family and your job,"

Another area in which students in the
University
Without Walls felt they had improved was
in their ability
to understand and work with other people.
One student
stated, "I have a better understanding of
working with all
kinds of people, both in and out of a classroom
situation."
One student who was pleased with his ability to

document his work commented, "I have learned to take what
I

already know, and put it on paper to document in writing

what

I

have learned."

He continued, "People don’t realize

they have gained knowledge from past experiences.

Courses

in the UWW Program have helped students to understand more

fully the whole area of human rights."
"Human relations training has helped me on my job."

explained another UWW student.

"Practicum sessions,"

he stated, "gave me useful information for writing articles
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in Spanish for the newspaper."

Some students suggested

that they learned how to
work in and with groups
They
felt they had the opportunity
to learn to use and shape
the
vast experiences which
.
other students bring to
the classroom
.

A student interested in
credit for her past
experiences commented, "The UWW
Program has helped my
work in communities, working
with an art museum, and trying
to bring this museum to the
community." She pointed out,
I didn t realize I knew
as much as 1 do until I started
to put my experiences down on
paper so that they could be
evaluated for academic credit."
One student summed up his feelings
on the UWW

Program
We are all seeking to get a degree,
learn a skill, and gain confidence
in ourselves.
We hope to get some
kind of job that will not only help
ourselves and our financial situation, but will also have an impact
on our total lives and the community.

Worcester Career Opportunities Program

Worcester Career Opportunity Program participants
were interviewed as a group.

The following comments were

culled from information recorded in interviews with thirtythree (33) participants.

Students were asked why they chose
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to enroll in the Worcester
Career Opportunities
Program.
The following comments
were rendered.

The ability to maintain
their jobs while pursuing
a college degree
concerned many WCOP students.
"I could
not afford to go to college,
and WCOP provided this
opportunity of pursuing a degree,"
commented one student.
Another student added, "WCOP
is a way of working and
still
being able to go to school,
and keeping your job, without
going to another college at
night."

A student who was looking forward
to becoming a
teacher stated, "I wanted to be
more than a teacher aide."
She continued to speak, "In WCOP,
you are trained in the
field that you would like to go
into.
At the same time,
you are getting courses required for
your degree."
One student commented, "Before

I

entered WCOP,

didn't have that much confidence in myself,
because

I

have

I

not had the chance to make mistakes and learn
from them."

Genuine interest in and concern for school children

characterizes another WCOP participant who rendered,

"I

love working with children."

Generally, participants were attracted to WCOP

because of the opportunity of successfully pursuing a
degree in elementary education, while maintaining a paid

position as a teacher

aide.

Students felt it was important
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to have experience in
the classroom during
the early
stages of the training
program.
One Worcester COP student
questioned, "What about students
who go to school for four
years and do their internship
and find out that they do
not
like teaching?"
In the words of a WCOP
studenl! who described the

participants and the Program, "We
are a totally different
group of people, we are getting
an education that we did not
expect to get."
Students described their learning in
the Program
in the following manner.
"Knowing the subject matter does
not mean you will be a good teacher,"
explained one participant.
"You really have to learn the skill of
how to get
it across to the children.

You can know something back-

wards and forwards," she continued, "but if
you can't get
it across you are not a good teacher."

This same partic-

ipant addressed the group, "How do you teach children?

How do you bring a third grader from the point where he

doesn't know a letter, to the point at which he can read?"
The student concluded, "It takes a lot more work than

I

have given teachers in education credit for."
P^i'ticipants have also commented on the advantage

in the Program of having younger and older students learning

together in classes.

The exchange of ideas and knowledge
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gained in past experience
is considered very
beneficial
by WCOP participants.
Instructors in the Program
also
have expressed satisfaction
in that they learn from
students
just as the students learn
from them.
"We have the advantages
of all that goes on at
UMass and yet the closeness
of a small group," said
one

student of Worcester COP.

Another participant described

her perception of the difference
between attending a large
university and learning in the
Worcester Career Opportunities Program.
I went to UMass before
I entered WCOP
I
never talked in class. When I was
at ’the
UMass campus, I never said anything
because
I was always afraid of
what I was going to
get for an answer.
I had the feeling that
If I made a mistake, I would be
laughed at,
down-graded, or called stupid.
I don't
feel that way about WCOP.
I have a sense
of self confidence gained from my experiences
in the Program.
As a group learning together,
we have a sense of security.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOR TRANSFORMING
SUCCF^^Ptit
JOB EXPERIENCE INTO
ACADEMIC

sScCEsf

Chapter III

„in

focus on an examination
of pro-

cedures which allow maximum
utilization of the successful
work-related experiences of student
participants in nontraditional programs. Guidelines
will be examined which
are designed to consider
the granting of academic
credit
for the successful prior
learning experiences of students.
Student experiences prior to and
concurrent with participation in non-traditional programs
with practicum components
will also be considered.

Today with the surge of non-traditional
programs

designed to attract students with diverse
backgrounds, many
institutions of higher learning are discussing
the concept
of practicum or work experience.
Consideration is being
given to relating practicum or work experience
to on-going
coursework.
Some institutions of higher learning
are also

considering the awarding of academic credit for
successful
learning experiences occurring prior to entering non-traditional programs.

Many adult learners who possess defined

expertise in areas such as urban administration, teaching,
city or regional planning, community development, or business
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administration are not attracted
to conventional types
of
learning. Yet experienced
learners may want to
pursue a
higher degree, or enroll
in a set of courses
which ultimately
awards a certificate of
advanced learning.
Institutions of higher learning
are planning nontraditional programs to focus
on attracting students from
two major groups.
New students, as defined by
K. Patricia
Cross^, are those who score
in the lower third of standardized testing, and hence are
discriminated against
academically because of low scores.
New students are skewed
out of admission to an institution
of higher learning by
such tests. Also new students may
lack interest in more
traditional forms of learning offered
by most colleges and
universities.
Such students may be more attracted to
a
non- traditional program which includes
practicum components.
Practicum, which can involve salary, may
serve to help students financially, who otherwise might not
be able to attend
a college or university.
Non- traditional programs should not be labeled as

implying career or cooperative education.

In the truest

sense of the term, non-traditional study does imply
placing

student needs first and the institution second, and
K. Patricia Cross, New Students and New Needs in
High er Education (Berkeley: Center for Research and Development on Higher Education, 1972 ).
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recognizing that learning can
take place beyond the
limits
of the Classroom and
institution. Cooperative
education
and non-traditional learning
are in some ways similar;

however, care must be taken
not to label either of
these as
implying a less rigorous
program of study than traditional
degree programs

Experienced learners make up a
second category of
students from which non-traditional
programs

are being ini-

tiated.

Experienced learners include people
who are working
in various occupations, and
may wish to pursue an undergraduate or graduate degree, while
continuing their employment either full-time or part-time.
Some individuals may
wish to take a short leave of absence,
and have only limited
time to complete a degree. Any of the
above circumstances
are possible, and many other situations
may occur which can
be served by non-traditional programs
of study.
The definition of non-traditional learning by the

Commission on Non-Traditional Study was given earlier in
this
dissertation.

Their definition will be used as a basis for

this chapter.

Non-traditional study is a broad all en-

compassing concept.

One formal aspect of non-traditional

study which attracts both "new students" and experienced

learners is practicum.

If there is a single aspect of non-

traditional study which could be considered controversial,
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it would be practicu™,

experience, on-the-job
training,
or whatever term is used
to describe this
pragmatic approach.

Practicum
The implementation of
practicum in a college or
university curriculum is not
a new or innovative
approach
to learning.
As early as 1909, an
undergraduate cooperative
education was initiated at
Northeastern University in Boston.
Numerous other examples
currently exist. As of 1970,
seventy-one undergraduate cooperative
education programs
are in operation across the
country. ^ Cooperative education
combines academic coursework with
on-the-job training. One
should note, however, that cooperative
education has been

initiated as part of traditional university
curricula and for
the most part, institutions do not
grant academic credit for
work experience.
Herein lies the major differences between
non-traditional and cooperative education. Nontraditional
study refers to the development of new programs
at existing
traditional institutions.

Also new institutions have been

2

James W. Wilson, "Historical Development," in
gandbook of Cooperative Education Asa S. Knowles and
Associates CSan Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers,
.

1971), pp.

6-8.

3

Charles F. Seaverns Jr., Roy L. Wouldridge,
Conduct of Programs", in Handbook of Cooperative Education
Asa S. Knowles and Associates ( San Francisco
Jossey-Bass
Inc., Publishers, 1971), p. 143.
,

:

,
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developed specifically for
non- traditional study,
among
such new xnstitutions are
Empire State College in New
York,
Minnesota Metropolitan State
College, and College III
at the
University of Massachusetts,
Boston.
Not all non- traditional
programs of study include
practicum components. However,
most are built around the
concept of allowing students
to
work while pursuing a program
of study such as external
degree programs, or combining
academic courses with related
work experience as in the Career
Opportunities Programs
and the University Year for
Action.

Cooperative education refers more to
career or vocational training by combining academic
courses with practical
work.
Non-traditional study is an alternative method
of

learning.

This alternative method is manifested by
the

granting of academic credit for present and/or
previous
learning experiences.

Cooperative education programs such

as the Northeastern University model require
five full

years for completion of a Bachelor’s degree instead of
the

conventional four years required at regular colleges and
universities.

In non-traditional study, no additional time

is required for completion of a degree.

The University of

Massachusetts, Amherst allows students the option of spending
one of their four years of study in a social or community

agency for which thirty units of credit are granted.

Thirty
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units of credit is equivalent
to the number of credits
a
student ordinarily earns in
one academic year.
By participating in the University
Year for Action, students
complete
their degrees within the
usual four year period.
Practicum as a procedure or
technique offers flexibility and alternatives in
learning for both graduate and
undergraduate students. On the
graduate level, practicum
may be utilized as a tool for
training students. Experienced
graduate students may supervise
or monitor the practicum of
undergraduate students. The Career
Opportunities Programs at
the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst utilize graduate
students, with secondary or elementary
school teaching
experience, to supervise paraprof essionals
in city school
classrooms.
On-site methods workshops are regularly coordinated by experienced graduate students.
This supervision
and teaching is performed by graduate students
in conjunc-

tion with their academic coursework in the master's
or

doctoral degree programs.^

Practicum allows students the

opportunity of gaining experience which may be useful to
them as future supervisors in school systems, as future

program administrators, or instructors at the college or
university level.
This Practicum model is utilized by the Center for
Urban Education, at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
in training master's and doctoral candidates.
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For undergraduate
students, practioum
allows participation in work-related
experiences as part of their
degree
program.
Paraprofessionals . in the Career
Opportunities
P^grams spend from twenty
to thirty hours per
week in
city classrooms.
By the end of four
years, they have a
significant amount of supervised
experience prior to entering
their first full-time teaching
positions. University Year
for Action students, after
spending a full year
,

in a

community or social service
agency, also bring significant
work experience with them to
their first full-time employ
ment.
In some situations. University
Year for Action
students have been employed by the
agency in which they
performed their praotioum. One such
student was employed
for the position of program director
at the agency where
he completed his praoticum experience.
The mechanism of
practicum is useful to both graduate and
undergraduate
students; for both levels practicum is a
useful educational
experience and can provide positive factors for
attaining

employment upon graduation.

Several of the students inter-

viewed in the University Year for Action Program
stated
that upon completion of their year of practicum,
they realized

that there were certain areas in which they lacked
knowledge.

During their final undergraduate year, these students enrolled
in courses which covered the course-related information they
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felt they needed based
on their practicum
experience.
The concept of practicun,,
as with other issues
associated with non- traditional
study, is not without
its
problems.
One difficulty is in
formulating methods to
monitor practicums in order
to delineate learning
beyond
that which is perceived by
the student.
Monitoring procedures are also important for
institutions which grant
academic credit for practicum
experience.
Some institutions
require tangible evidence of
skills or competencies acquired
by students during their
practicum.
The second problem
area concerns the granting of
academic credit for previous
non-formal learning. Administrators
and faculty frequently
inquire as to how skills and competencies
derived from
prior learning experience can be documented
and/or measured.

Monitoring Student Learning Within
Non- traditional Programs
This section will examine the kinds of learning

which can take place in practicum experiences.

Generally,

students interviewed commented that learning occurred
while

working with persons more experienced than themselves,
such as supervisors or agency personnel who direct their
work.

Students also learn to work with their peers in order

to perform various tasks

.

Students also stated that much
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Of the abstract information
learned in college
classrooms
IS not applicable to
practicum assignments. When
asked
to describe their learning
students themselves responded
in an abstract and general
manner. This does not
imply
that students did not learn.
The problem is in categorizing
the information learned
within practicum experience.
Kimmel
has phrased the problem in
the following manner:
The range of possible subjects
or
competencies to be evaluated is
probably
much wider than the range of
course of-^
traditional institutions.
Thus the system for evaluating
non-traditional learning will need great
breadth
be responsive to the needs of
non^;
n- traditional learners.
At the
much of non- traditional learning same time
will not
be easily compartmentalized into
neat
packages dictated by the calendar of little
traditional colleges and universities. A
truly
responsive system for evaluating non-traditional learning will have to cope with
units
ot evaluation which vary in scope
and length.^
Non- traditional programs have to build
in a number of monitoring mechanisms designed to meet program
evaluation re-

quirements, and also provide tools useful to
students in

categorizing the knowledge derived from practicums.
Effective monitoring devices are essential for program survival and extended funding.

Learning derived from

practicum is compared with traditional classroom learning;
^Ernest W. Kimmel, "Problems of Recognition," in
Explora tions in Non-Traditional Study ed: Samuel B. Gould,
Ps^tricia Cross ( San Francisco
Jos sey- Bass Publishers
,

:

Inc.

,

1972)

,

p.

85.
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and When the posture
is put forth that
e^erientiai teaming
IS on the sa^e level
as traditional learning,
then evidence
to support this posture
should be produced.
Student learning
xn traditional classrooms
is generally evidenced
by written
or oral examinations,
research papers, class
presentations,
or a combination of the
above.
Practicum related learning
may be evidenced by a
student's ability to provide
instructional assistance to teachers
and students in urban
school
classrooms, planning community
participation in programs,
assisting program directors in
writing and submitting proposals for future funding, and
in everyday administrative
duties

Student learning may be categorized
by the type of
practical assignment which a student
requests. A student
may leave a practicum with experience
in dealing with other
staff members and information concerning
program operation
on a day to day basis.
Completing a practicum
does not

imply that a student can assume the total
responsibility of
administering an agency, or will be able to undertake
the
duties of an effective classroom teacher.

Completing a

rhetoric course does not mean that a student is an
effective
writer.

Levels of expectation should be no higher for prac-

ticum than for more conventional forms of learning.
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Institutional Recognition
of
Non-traditional Learning
A significant number of
colleges and universities
grant academic credit for
learning which takes place
beyond
the limits of the classroom.
(This information is
compiled
from a survey of 1185
institutions by the Commission
on
Non-Traditional Study which can
be found in Table 2, Page
90.
In essence the concept
of granting credit for
practicum
experience has been established,
what becomes crucial is
that "New devices and techniques
should be perfected to
measure the outcomes of many
types of non-traditional study
and assess the educative effort
of work experience and
community service."^

Monitoring Student-Learning Within
Practicum Experiences
The University Year for Action employs
a number of
different monitoring procedures for students
participating
in the year’s internship.
Manpower is a crucial factor for
the monitoring process.
Non-traditional programs ordinarily
have limited faculty and staff which must be
utilized in the

critical areas of teaching, record-keeping, and
on-going

^Commission On Non-Traditional Study, Diversity By
Design (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 19
7^
^

p

^ O

•
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TABLE

2

Percentage of Institutions
Granting Credit for
Nonclassroom Activities

Percent

Cooperative work experience

35

Volunteer work in a community
agency
A completed work (book, piece
of sculpture,
patent, and so forth)
Study abroad sponsored by groups
other than
educational institutions

Participation in local community theater
orchestra, or civic activity

28

17

16

*

14

Formal courses of instruction conducted
by
business, industry, or government agencies

14

Student tpdy officer or active
participant in

institutional governance

10

Sensitivity training or encounter group
experience

7

Classes at local free university or local
experimental college

6

Unsupervised foreign travel

6

Other

8

No information or no such credit granted

28

Source.
Commission on Non-Traditional Study, Diversity By
Design (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc. Publishers, 19 73)
^

p.

128.

,

,
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establishment of new sites for
placement of student interns.
Because of these important
demands on faculty and
staff to
keep the program functioning
on a day to day basis,
monitoring does not receive as
high a priority as teaching
or

record-keeping.
While interviewing students
in the University Year
for Action Program who had
completed or were in the process
of completing their student
internships, I recorded the
following reactions to monitoring
procedures.
One group
of students had favorable
reactions to an instructor
visiting the placement site on a
regular basis. During
such visitations, students discussed
the work assignments
and the types of skills and knowledge
being acquired from
their work experience.
Interns valued their opportunity to
discuss work experiences with other interns.
Additional

observations from interested faculty and staff outside
their
work situation were also considered beneficial.
Instructors
suggest that students keep either a daily or weekly
journal.

A list of performed duties and student reaction to daily

work assignments should be included in the journal, as
well
as student reactions to knowledge gained.

Some students

thought the journal was unnecessary; however, students, who

continued their journals through the completion of the internship, thought maintaining the journal was of significant value.
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Can a student journal
which includes conferences
with instructors be
considered a type of evaluation?

Sub-

aectively, a carefully kept
journal certainly is a
record
of student perceptions
of information learned
within a
practicum situation. The daily
or weekly record of learning
may differ significantly
from a paper written a
month after
the experience is completed.
The difference involves
individual student perception.
Some instructors request that
students attempt to
combine information acquired
through courses designed to
accompany practicum placements and
their actual experience.
This combination of theoretical
information with work
experience is an ideal worth striving
towards.
The Commission on Non-Traditional Study has
stated it "believes that
formal academic credit should be given
for such life ex-

periences and community service, but only if
they fit into
some significant comprehensive plan for learning
and if

their educative results can be evaluated. „7
While this ideal may be worth striving towards,

experience has indicated that it is difficult to integrate
theory and practice while directing some attention towards
a formal evaluation.

Variables such as unanticipated com-

munity responses or input into certain aspects of an agency
7

Ibid

.

,

pp.

128-129.
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program may lessen the
probability of maintaining
preestablished program formats.
There are certain aspects
in
any praoticum situation
which are not planned and
yet must
be dealt with and
considered in an evaluation
of student
learning.
As the panel on Alternate
Approaches to Graduate
Education has so aptly stated:
The problem in brief:
Knowledge of how
to evaluate competencies
developed in
nonacademic settings, and how
to place
these competencies usefully
within
academic settings, is essential
to
contemporary graduate school; yet the
practically speaking, such knowledge
^
does not exist. ^

A similar lack of knowledge on
the undergraduate level also
exists

Evaluating Student-Learning Within
Non- traditional Programs
There are two areas into which skills and
competencies
developed within non-academic programs can be
divided.
In
one sector are the competencies which can be
measured by a
form of testing or other quantifiable measures,
such as

engineering or ability in a foreign language.

The second

area contains skills and competencies in the area of
human
g

Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education,
Scholar ship For Society (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational
Testing Service, 1973), p. 37.
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services, such as administration
and co^unity development.
This second area is far
more complex to evaluate
in
academic terms. A student
may work as in interpreter
of a
foreign language, and his
or her level of competency
is
relatively easy to determine.
Administrative skills learned
by a student who works as
an administrative assistant
in a
school or social agency are
not easily demonstrable because
of intervening variables
which are not considered when
establishing defined goals at the
beginning of a practicum
experience.
Complex systems of measurement of
levels of
competencies have been developed in
some non- traditional
programs; however, levels of competencies
are determined
by pre-established guidelines which
may include assigned
readings accompanying practicum.
Such systems, however,
ultimately end up testing or reporting on material
read and
assimilated into practicum experiences; but such
knowledge
does not convey the administrative competencies
of a

student and is limited to assimilated text book knowledge.
The complexity of establishing levels of competency
in practicum experiences in the human services cannot be

overemphasized.

The granting of academic credit for human

service-related practicums necessitates some form of evaluation for both the benefit of students and the institutions

sponsoring practicum.

To institute forms of criteria for
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evaluating practicut. one
should begin by establishing
the
faot that students initiate
the option of participating
in experiential learning.
A student chooses to
participate
xn an experiential form
of learning, and he or
she should
have insight into his or
her own expectations for
the
desired outcomes of a
work-related experience.
Students
may not achieve desired
outcomes due to intervening
variables which are beyond a
student's control. At the
beginning of the program, it is
important for
students

initiating practicum to plan for
desired outcomes.
Practicum is an alternative form
of learning and
IS aimed towards providing
diversified learning environments.
Faculty who sponsor or monitor
practicum should agree
in principle with the form and
content of an experiential
learning situation.
Students and faculty should be allowed
flexibility in selecting practicum learning
experiences.
Practicum should also be flexible enough to
allow students
to choose the faculty with whom they wish
to work.

should be given the same option.

Faculty

If the rationale for

offering practicum includes flexibility and diversity
in

providing learning options for both faculty and students,
then this desired diversity and flexibility should
not be

infringed upon by requiring certain faculty to work with
certain students, or the reverse.

Manpower limitations
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may be a deterent in
allowing this flexibility,
but where
possible such diversity
should be allowed and
encouraged.
Independent Study and
Practicum Contracts
One of the most useful
mechanisms or procedures for
allowing diversity and
flexibility in practicum
experience
is the independent study
or practicum contract
developed
at the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst.
The practicum agreement
applies to both undergraduate and graduate students.
Basically, the contract
entails an agreement signed by
both the student and faculty
member stating the objectives of the
project, planned
activities, number of credits, type of
grade desired (Pass/
Fail or a letter grade) and criteria
for evaluation.

There are few limitations to the agreements.

Students

and faculty are free to choose the individuals
with whom
they wish to work.
The initial agreements maybe altered
as the need arises by either adding or
deleting certain

aspects of the contract.

Areas such as planned activities

or criteria for evaluation may be changed as long as
the

adjustments are agreed upon by both the student and faculty.
Many contracts are developed on a semester-long basis.

The

time may conceivably be either shorter or longer than a
i

given semester through the use of modular curriculum.

Number
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of credits are also
decided upon relative to
the ti^e and
scope of activities to
be undertaken.

An independent study or
practicun, contract, suoh
as the University of
Massachusetts, School of
Education
model, permits the diversity,
flexibility, alternatives,
freedom, or structure deemed
necessary by the two partioipants entering the contract.
A contract of this nature
allows for the freedom required
to develop practicums designed to meet the needs of
both student
and faculty.

The

number of monitoring procedures
that may be designed within
the contracts are dictated by
the scope and duration of the
activity.
As with other forms of nontraditional learning,

grading may place some constraints on
the contract.
Various
schools or departments have different
grading requirements.
Certain departments or schools within a
university require
all graded courses; others allow for
some pass/fail
credits.

The contract takes into account departmental
and school

restrictions.

Using pass/fail grading is appropriate in

practicums in the area of human services.

In the areas

of language, engineering, and mathematics levels
of

competency are more easily determined by conventional forms
of evaluation, namely:

tests, written or oral reports.

The decision of whether a student will receive a letter
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grade or a pass/fail can
be made at the onset of
the contract due to the flexibility
inherent in the practicum
agreement

Individualized Study and practicum
contracts, such
as the one illustrated on
the following page, are indicative of the type of flexible
mechanisms required to admin
ister non- traditional programs.
The mechanism allows for
as much structure or freedom
as required by both faculty
and students to cover the diverse
scope of learning

experiences entailed in various programs
of study.

Initiating individualized study and
practicum

con^

tracts signifies strong support on the
part of administrators for non-traditional programs.
Obviously, such con-

tracts are broad and contain minimal
institutional structure; they leave the system open for those
who may take

advantage of the freedom inherent in the mechanisms.

where one looks

,

No

there will be some individuals

attempting to take advantage of any given situation.

How-

ever, this unstructured procedure also implies responsibility.

The onus of this responsibility is placed both on faculty

and students to utilize the procedures to help monitor

learning experiences which do not fit into traditional

modes of learning.

Until recently, practicum experiences

have not been considered in the granting of academic credit.
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Crediting Prior Learning

An even more controversial
area than granting
academic credit for on-going
or current practicum
or work
experience is the problem area
of granting academic
credit
for prior learning. The
crediting of prior learning
exists
for younger as well as older
students. A young student
may have spent years in the
Peace Corps, Vista, Military
Service, or in a social or
community agency. Such a student
could have participated in these
or other learning

experiences.

Older students may have spent
many years performing in jobs
in areas such as government,
teaching, administration in
schools or agencies, program development,
research, or
publications. The basic problem exists
that if students
possess expertise in areas which are
relevant to a program
of study being pursued, then there is
no need of duplicating
such knowledge or requiring a student to
enroll in a course
merely because it is a program requirement.
As indicated
earlier, colleges and universities have to attract
a

diverse student population.

Consideration should then be

given to granting academic credit for those areas of
prior
learning experience pertinent to a student's program of
study
As there are problems in granting credit for current
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wor. experiences, so
too ere there
.iitieulties in eweriing
credxt for prior
non-formal learning.
Mathematics
engineering, and language
are examples of areas
in which
the level of competence
is easily tested.
Examinations
the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP)
the
New York State Education
Department, and College
Proficiency
,

Examination Program are designed
to serve credit-by
examination purposes and are "based
on the premise that
individuals
Should receive recognition
for what they have learned
without regard to where they
learned it." Other examinations
such as Cooperative Mathematics
Tests and the Cooperative
Foreign Language Tests are
standardized examinations

offered by the Educational Testing
Service of Princeton,
New Jersey. They are designed
to establish levels of
competence in these subject areas.
Some colleges and universities
offering non- tradi-

tional programs design their own
examination or procedures
tailored to meet the specific needs of
the particular
program.
Framingham State College in Massachusetts
has

developed an elaborate series of tests and
guidelines for
gathering supportive data for granting of academic
credit

prior to entering their degree program.
9

.

There is a fee

Kimmel, "Problems of Recognition," pp. 74-75.
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attached to this patticulat
series of tests,
evaluations,
and intervxews at Framingham
State College.
Perhaps, the
best method is for
institutions to design and
develop their
own tests and guidelines
of gathering data for
granting
academic credit for previous
learning experiences.
For

institutions with few nontraditional programs, it may be
impractical to develop a whole
set of individual program
criteria; and these colleges and
universities may resort
to standardized tests or
utilizing tests developed by other
insitutions for non-traditional
programs.
Institutions administering non-traditional
programs
are still faced with the problems
of developing valid
mechanisms for evaluating levels of
competence acquired
prior to admission to a program. Special
problems exist
in the areas of human services, where
competencies cannot

be measured accurately by forms of
standardized testing.

Related to the problem of granting credit for
prior learning
is the method in which the competencies are
recorded on
a student's academic record.

The problem exists whether

to label the credits under broad categories, such
as

teaching, administration, publications or research, or
in specific areas such as the biological or physical sciences.

Or alternatively, should competencies be assigned specific

course titles with credits awarded accordingly?

These
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matters are important
an. „ust be .ealt
with if non-tra.itxonal programs are to
Maintain integrity and
quality
control for both institutions
and students. Credits
granted
or prior non-formal
learning experiences will
be a

permanent part of the student's
academic record.
cifsclilis should b© pecoT’d^aH
recorded nn a^ manner that

These

m

reflects a
clear indication of the ext^n-t- r>-F tmt,*
t
extent of prior learning.
Credits
should be documented in a
form which will be readily
acceptable by institutions of
higher learning.
The complexity of granting
academic credit for
prior learning cannot be
resolved by establishing one
method or procedure to deal
with this issue. Only through
developing models which will meet
the requirements of the
institution and the needs of students
can colleges and

universities hope to resolve problems
associated with
evaluating prior learning experiences
for academic

credit.

The importance of institutions either
individually or within
a consortium to be able to design
their own evaluation

mechanism cannot be overemphasized.

A set of evaluation

procedures developed on a national basis could
ultimately
screen out certain groups of students in the
same manner
that Scholastic Aptitude Tests and Graduate
Record Examinations discriminate against the educationally
deprived.
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Among the non- traditional
programs which have
been recently developed,
many are creating

their own evaluation mechanisms for
evaluating prior learning.
They range
from very structured to
open and flexible
procedures.
The key element here
is to develop evaluation
procedures
broad enough to encompass
many different forms of
prior
learning.
Prior learning experiences
can be applied to
existing courses, listed
under general topic headings,
or
credit can be granted for
taking examinations in a
specific
subject area. These options,
as well as other, should
be
open to students applying for
credit for successful, prior
non-formal learning.

One procedure developed and
utilized for the
granting of academic credit for
prior learning is outlined
below.
This mechanism was designed at Howard
University in
Washington. D.C..m the Urban Studies
Program.
The following
memorandum, distributed to all students
in the Program,
outlines the procedure for applying for
academic credit
for prior learning.

Upon receipt of letters of application, resumes,
and recommendations from faculty (where
applicable), the

evaluation committee sends the following material
to

present or former employers, who have supervised or
worked
closely with a student who is applying for academic credit.
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For example, a student
applying for credit in
community
development may have derived
his or her experience
from
a community action
agency. The evaluation
committee then
writes to the agency and
the student's supervisor
requesting
completion of the following
forms.
The procedure of sending
evaluation forms, such as
those shown in the next few
pages, to former employers
is
not without disadvantages.
A student's supervisor may no
longer be employed at the agency,
or in some instances
the agency may have been
dismantled because of lack of
funding.
In cases where former employers
cannot
be con-

tacted, the evaluation committee
must rely on the documented
evidence presented by the student.

After receiving all supporting documents,
each
member of the evaluation committee reviews
the material.
The committee then schedules an interview
with the student

with all members of the committee in attendance.

During

the interview, the student has an opportunity
to explain
in detail the written documentation presented
to the committee.

The committee has the opportunity to seek further
clarifica-

tion concerning the prior learning experiences of the
student.
The interviewing session is ordinarily in the form of an

Presentation by the student of his prior learning
experiences.

Through the interviewing process, members of

ILLUSTRATION
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PcQcedures for_Credi±ijig_.EidQr
iearni

*

memorandum

TO

:

prom

;

Urban Studiea and City
Management Students

Evaluation Conmittee

SUBJECT:

Evaluation Process for Receiving
Credit
In

order for students to receive
credit for past work experience
the following categories have
been established, with a
maximum of three
credits in each area, but not
more than a total of fifteen(15)
hours.
These areas are:
1.

Publications

2.

Training

3.

AdmlnlstrationfManagement and Supervision)

4.

Teaching

5.

Program Development and Design

6.

Evaluation

7.

Research

8.

Counseling

A student may also be granted credit for
previous graduate work,
not sure than six(6) hours.

The following steps arc necessary if
you are

interested in being evaluated for credit;
1.

Write the conmittee a letter expressing
the number of hours
you would like to receive credit for on the
basis of work

experience or previous graduate work;
2.

A resume should be provided to the conmittee;

3.

List name and address of former employer(s);

ILLUSTRATION
(continued)
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4.

If you arc sccklnf; specific course crodltfromnunlCy

Development, Urban Research, etc.) Instructors should be
contacted;
5.

Instructor (s) will submit his/her recoimendatlon to the

evaluation committee; and,
6.

The evaluation committee will process your application
after all materials are received.

It Is Imperative that the above steps are closely followed if

the process Is to be operable.
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Ref^nce^etter^fo^vaJLuating Pciac Learning_

Dear
Mr., Mrs., Hiss

has Submitted your

name as a reference to receive academic credit
for work wliich he/she

performed while in your employ.

This credit will be applied in partial

fulfillment of the Master of Arts Degree in the field
of Urban Studies
at Howard University.
We would appreciate your cooperation in checking off
the areas
in which the above named person performed during his/her
employment.

Please be assured that the information will be treated as
confidential
and will be used by the Evaluation Conriittee of the Urban
Studies

Department in assessing the number of credits to be granted to
Mr.,
Mrs., Miss

Very truly yours.

Chairman, Evaluation Committee
Urban Studies Department

Enclosure
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Prior Learnin£_EY5j^tion
FormR

If the person performed In
norc then one of the

please Indicate by checking.

1.

Training

--

-

2.

One to two years
than six months

—
3.

Leas than six months

Consulting

One to two years

than six months

One to two years

Teaching

Loss than Six months

___
5.

6.

7.

Two years or more
Six months to one year

Two years or more

One to two years

Six months to one year

Two years or more
Six months to one year

Two years or more

Program Development and Design

Evaluation

Research

___
8.

Six months to one year

Administration(Managemcnt and supervision)
l-«»«

4.

foUowlnK c.tegorle.

Thank you.

Counseling

U:ss than' six months

Six months to one year

One to two years

Two years or more

Less than six months

Six months to one year

One to two years

Two years or more

Less than six months

Six months to one year

One to two years

Two years or more

Less than six months

Six months to one year

One to two years

Two years or more

ILLUSTRATION
(continued)
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How would you rate the applicant on the dutlea pcrfumied ualng the following
rating acale?

Q

not obaervad

Intelligence

Initiative

I

Inadequate

3

2

aatlafactory

4

Reaourcofulneaa

________

Peraeverance

Judgment

________

Imagination

5

competent

6

7

excellent

6

9_

outatandlng

Creativity

|

Capacity to work with othera

Leadorahlp

Signed
Name

Addreaa

Posltlon/Tltle

InatltuC Ion/ Agency

Date;

Ill
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the committee have an
opportunity to examine the
candidate
and are better equipped to
make decisions regarding
the

number and types of credits
to be granted.
After the interview the
committee meets and decides
on the number of credits to
be granted.
Written notification is sent to the student
regarding the committee's
decision.
The student has the right of
appeal. A student
can appeal when he or she has
additional information pertinent to the evaluation. When
credits
are granted, they

appear on the student’s transcript
under course titles.
A sample of a transcript and the
method used for recording
credit for prior learning experiences
is included here.
To be certain, the illustrated method
of evaluating

prior learning for academic credit is only one
method not
th£ method. The process was developed by
students and
faculty specifically for the Urban Studies Program.

Most

participants in the Program appeared satisfied with the

evaluation process.
appropriate.

For other disciplines, it may not be

Processes should be designed for individual

programs and ought to focus on meeting student needs.
Hopefully, there will be attempts to do away with the
forms of educational and cultural discrimination found in
some standardized examinations.

Efforts must continue

in order to develop procedures broad enough to consider
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the needs of all students
regarding prior learning."
10

New
forms of disorimination
must not be initiated
into evaluation prooedures for prior
learning in the human
services
area.

^^The University Without Walls Program has developed
a useful process for granting academic credit for prior
nonformal learning. A description of this process can be found
in the University Without Walls, University of Massachusetts/

Amherst Annual Report 1972-73." (Mimeographed)

chapter

IV

administering non-traditional
program.?
WITHIN A TRADITIONAL
UNIVERS?t^
The administration of a
non-traditional program
within a traditional university
requires flexible administrative structures for program
operation.
One of the
hey areas of concern involves
attracting competent faculty
and resource persons to
participate in non-traditional
programs. Within many institutions,
non-traditional
programs are independent of traditional
instructional
components.
Since the programs are separated
from other

university departments, schools, and
colleges from the
start, some faculty members are
suspect of them.

Because

special programs are different and are
established for
different purposes than traditional departments,
these
differences are construed as implying that
non-traditional

programs do not provide the same quality education
as

traditional programs.
Faculty may be concerned that the impact of their
in non-traditional programs will have

adverse effects on regular instruction in their departments.
The amount of time faculty members are devoting to non-

traditional programs may concern some college deans and

department chairmen.

Time devoted to teaching in non-
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traditional pnognams and what
effect such participation
may have on the regular
course assignments of
faculty are
real issues. Administrators
of non-traditional
programs

must keep in mind these and
other constraints which
affect
program operations.
Department heads have a real
concern regarding
students shifting to non-traditional
programs such as
University Year for Action and the
Career Opportunities
Programs because of the diversity
created through such
alternative approaches to attaining
a degree.
What must
be kept in mind is that
non-traditional programs are
an

alternative and not a replacement for
traditional approaches
to education.
Part of the success of alternative
approaches
to education is dependent upon the
participation of

qualified and interested faculty in the
instructional aspects
of non-traditional programs. The concerns
of
deans of

colleges and department chairmen regarding faculty

participation within non-traditional programs must be
considered.

So too, the special needs of administrators

who direct the operations of non-traditional programs must
be given equal consideration within the structure of an

institution of higher learning.
There should be a combined effort in institutions

between administrators and faculty in traditional and
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non-traditional programs to meet
the needs of both
approaches
to learning.
The initiation of a
cooperative attitude
may enhance the opportunity
of attributing the same
sense
of quality to non-traditional
programs as has been accorded
traditional programs. These
approaches to learning may
be different, however, the
focus should not be on how
pedagogy is dissimilar but on
how traditional
and non-

traditional approaches complement
one another in moving
toward the goal of providing
quality education, diversity
of purpose, and equality of
educational opportunity for
all learners
The purpose of this chapter is to
discuss adminis-

trative procedures required to operate
non-traditional
programs within a traditional university
system.
Also
contained within this chapter is an analysis

of the impact

of long and short term federal and state
funding of uni-

versity administered programs and a study of the
differences
and variations of administering non-traditional
programs to
comply with the needs of program participants.

This chapter

discussion of different options for faculty
reward and promotions for participating in non-traditional
programs
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Institutionalizing Non-Traditional
Administrative Procedures

Universities function within
the limits of an
imposed system.
Systems are necessary for
universities to
carry out day to day
procedures and services.

Two types of

systems exist,

closed ended and open ended.

"Organizational theorists discuss the
closing of alternatives and
the adherence to bureaucratic
certainty as a "closed-system
model.
"closed-system model" does not serve
non-traditional programs; such programs
require diverse procedures
and alternative structures not
planned for within the limits
of a olosed-ended system.
Non-traditional programs draw on
a diverse student population
with a different set of needs
Different student needs require diversity
and flexibility
in university administrative procedures.

Diversity and flexibility at the university
administrative level require not a closed-ended
system but
one

which is open-ended.

"A rigid formal hierarchy and stable

rule system are now often dysfunctional features
of complex

organizations.

Thus a new approach called the ’open-systems

strategy’ has developed to meet the problems posed by
rapid

Ernest G. Palola and William Padgett, Planning for
^ ^
Self-Renewal
(Berkeley: Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education, 1971), p. 12.
^
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social change and environmental
inf luences

V... ..

.

in institu

...

IS the absence of
vehicles or procedures
required to adminis-

ter special programs.

Alternative procedures and
techniques
are sometimes threatening
to the typical administrator
at
the university level.
Reacting to the contrived
threat,
the administrator relies
on the limits of outdated
systems
as a rationale for not
including non-traditional
programs
within the existing institution.
Alternative procedures
must be taken literally by
administrators. Diversity and
flexibility connote other routes and
varied procedures; they
should not be viewed as negating
or replacing more conventional structures needed for existing
schools and departments
within a university. Alternative
procedures are needed to
operate special programs which do not fit
within the limits
of existing university structures.
Since institutions of higher learning are now

concerned with serving a diverse student population
and

attracting adult learners, new techniques should be
initiated
to serve such students.

Adult learners frequently enroll

in courses at colleges and universities for
academic credit

and/or in a specific program of study leading to a degree.
For various reasons ranging from change in geographic location
^

Ibid

.

,

p

.

12
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to family obligations,
people often do not
complete a degree
program at a single institution.
Earned credits are
carried
from one institution to
another, and at each
juncture where
re-enrollment is sought, credits
and courses are evaluated
respect to their applicability
to changing or different
degree requirements.
Invariibly, adult learners lose
credit each time their academic
records are re-evaluated.
Colleges and universities in
various locations have particular requirements for completion
of a degree; many place
undue barriers before students
who interrupt their program
of study.

Institutions of higher learning committed
to attracting a diverse student population
should devote attention to
the special needs of students who
interrupt their pursuit of
a degree.
A not so unusual example is the student
who
accumulated over seventy undergraduate credits
at two

different institutions and was applying to a third
for a
Bachelor’s degree.
Forty of the credits were accepted

and

applied towards a degree.

This meant the student would be

required to enroll in eighty units of credit in order to
graduate.

Another example involves a student who amassed

over ninety credits at an undergraduate institution and
was attempting to apply them toward a Bachelor’s degree
at another institution.

This student was told that he
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would be required to
matriculate for forty-five
units of
credit before a degree
could be awarded.
Students
in

military service are another
penalised group because
of
their frequent location
changes. They are victimized
by
institutions of higher learning
with inflexible

rules and

regulations which discriminate
against persons who interrupt
their degree programs.

Academic counselors at colleges
and universities,
who evaluate student transfer
credit, often lack experience
or the authority to deal with
delineating which transfer
credits will be accepted by a
particular institution.
Decisions of this nature are sometimes
referred to an academic
dean or department chairman who will
want specific details
such as course descriptions and specific
course content.
These decisions may take months and
possibly even a year.

During this period, a student is in the
difficult position
of not knowing in which courses to enroll,
and this situation
often results in course duplications and loss
of valuable
Student effort and time.

Various strategies have been suggested to deal

with the important problem of transfer credit.
has proposed a viable strategy:

Hartnett
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diminishing the erosion
^ "transfer students
would be to estahlnc-v.
credit haS
sort of learning house for
transfer students
4.

this

•

oentermight^lsfbrLpowered to°granr''^^

’

latter
ab?v not be a ma]or activity function woulS probably
of the credit bank
might occur when a student is
compelled to
transfer frequently ... and
thus mi^t accumulate a large number of academic
credits from
various institutions, none of
which could be
persuaded to grant him their degree
for one
reason or another.^
’

One such center has recently
been proposed in Hartford,

Connecticut to serve institutions of
higher learning in and
around the greater Hartford area.
Credit centers are but
one strategy of many which might be
implemented. Whether
the credit center or clearinghouse is
national, state-wide,
or regional should be determined by
institutions and
the

population they serve.
Colleges, universities, and students should use

caution in planning mechanisms for evaluating transfer
credit in order to avoid creating a close-ended bureaucratic

system designed only to meet existing needs or anticipated
future demands.

The designed system must be flexible

3

Rodney T. Hartnett, "Non-Traditional Study: An
Overview," in Explorations in Non-Traditional Study ed
Samuel B. Goul3 and KT Patricia Gross ( San Erancisco
Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, 1972), p. 23.
,
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enough to include problems which
might arise but are not
included in an existing system.
The creation of new procedures
designed to alleviate
unnecessary burdens placed on students
transferring from
one institution to another are only
first steps of an ongoing and ever changing process. As
open-ended systems are
designed and implemented it will become more
difficult for

administrators, academic deans, and academic
counselors
to claim that there are no existing mechanisms

to deal with

special transfer credit problems which may occur
when an

institution is serving a diverse student population.
Federal and State Funded Programs
Today many universities across the country are

administering education programs funded by federal agencies
or private foundations.

Educational programs are funded

for either short or long terms ranging from one to five

years.

Programs are initiated for a wide variety of pur-

poses under broad headings such as creating quality educa-

tion and/or equality of educational opportunity.

Program

funding is designed to meet specific societal and individual
needs
The Career Opportunites Program (COP) was initiated

nationally in 1969

.

The purpose of the COP Program was
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to meet the teacher
shortage in cities, and
to provide an
educational vehicle for minority
and low-income inner
city
residents to obtain a Bachelor's
degree in Education.
Numerous other programs also
have been instituted at
colleges and universities
such as the University
Year for
Action and the University
Without Walls.
It appears that
in the future, there will
be a continued emphasis
placed
on the development of new
educational programs at the
college and university level.
The Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education has made the
following proposal:

The Commission recommends
establishment
National Foundation for the Development of a
Higher Education whose functions would of
encourage, advise, review, and provide be to
financial support for institutional
designed to give new directions in programs
curricula
essential areas that have fallen
behind or never been adequately developed
because of inadequate funding, and to
develop
programs for improvement of educational processes and techniques.

Higher educational institutions will continue
to be

involved in planning programs to attract studentswith

diverse backgrounds.

The major source of program funding

may shift from the federal governmental agencies to
state
agencies or foundations.

Nonetheless, diverse programming

is likely to continue and expand due to an increase in

_9^^^egie Commission On Higher Education, Quality
and Equality;
Revised Recommendations New Levels of
Irederal kesponsibility for Higher Education (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 197 0), p TF,
.
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enrollment "by women and
part-time students a trend
,
that
many educators think
reflects some changes in
directions
at colleges and universities
Educational programs are
being revised to meet the
needs of such students
and class
schedules and prerequisites are
becoming more flexible."^
Short and long term educational
funding of programs
creates a number of special
problems for institutions
and

students.

The administration of newly
funded educational

programs at a college or university
requires diversity and
flexibility in administrative operational
procedures. Newly
funded educational programs focus
on attaining new knowledge
and provide training for a diverse
student population.
By

their nature, new programs require
flexibility in administrative procedures in order to function
within institutions
of higher learning.
One example of a situation where this flexibility

could be implemented is the limitations placed
by some

colleges and universities on the amount of money instructors

may earn above their yearly salary.

A regulation such as

this could create difficulties for a program administrator.

An instructor may teach a course in an off-campus program
during one semester.
5

Times

,

If a follow-up course is requested by

"College Enrollment Still Rising," The New York
January 16, 1974, p. 80.
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participants

an instructor could be
restricted by the salary
limitation.
In some instances,
another instructor may
be
found to teach the course
requested.
However, an instructor
who has one semester's
experience with the program and
the
participants is better able to plan
his course specifically
to meet the needs of participants.
This example illustrates
the difference and the limitations
of off-campus programs
as compared with regular
programs on campus.
If an oncampus student desires to enroll in
a follow-up course, he
or she can exercise that option.
However, because of
,

regulations such as a salary limitation,
an off-campus
student may not have the same options as
a student on campus
Off-campus programs cannot provide the same
number
and types of options as on-campus programs
because
of the

limits of not being present at an institution.

New salary

regulations for faculty involved in off-campus programs
could expand some options for off-campus students.

There

may be good and just reasons for a salary regulation; however, there should be room for exceptions to such a rule when

the services of a particular faculty member are needed and

justified by program administrators and participants.
The problem of maintaining faculty is substantiated
by the Center for Research and Development in Higher

Education which reported in a recent survey "consisting of
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depth interviews of twenty-five
leaders of non-traditional
programs and institutions
indicates that their most
,

per-

sistent problem is getting
institutional and faculty
support
for Innovation and then selecting
and maintaining a teaching
Staff appropriate for the program."^

Maintaining institutional support and
faculty with
program experience are related issues.
When institutions
extend beyond administering special
programs and display
support, then faculty will more willingly
participate in
such programs. While special programs
do create different
problems for university or college administrators,
their
willingness to support programs can be observed
from the

manner in which the program procedures

,

such as registra-

tion or evaluation of transfer credits, are performed.
The increasing importance of institutional support

for special programs cannot be overemphasized.

Non-tra-

ditional programs are on the increase in institutions of
isarning

The institution of new programs does not

,

by itself increase student implementation of career options
or a chance for upward mobility.

Administrators or partic-

ipants of a program may view it as less rigorous than a

conventional program because of the implementation of new
Commission on Non-Traditional Study, Diversity By
Design (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers
19 73), pp. 63-64
.
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and different approaches
to learning. This
type of observe
tion can weaken the impact
of a program.

Students do not want easier
routes to complete
degrees, only alternative
methods which more appropriately
meet their diverse needs. For
example, if academic credit
IS granted for the monitored
on-the-job work experience
of participants, the attitude
with which this experience
is
viewed by the administration is
important to participants"
... The most important function of the American
professor
lay in posing requirements
sufficiently difficult to give

college graduates a sense of pride

.

.

So too

institutional administrators must instill a
similar sense
of pride in non-traditional programs by
supporting
alternative methods and approaches to learning.

Institutionalizing non-traditional programs is a

major step towards displaying administrative support
for

alternative structures.

Often institutions place non-tra-

ditional programs on the periphery instead of at the core

with other institution created programs.

The fact that non

traditional programs are placed on the periphery signifies
^ difference, and in the eyes of some administrators and

faculty this difference is interpreted as signifying that
Laurence R. Veysey, Th e Emergence of the American
University (Chicago; Universitv of Chicago Press. 1965 ).
440

.
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special programs are of a
lesser quality than
programs
operating at the core of the
institution.
One may question
why non-traditional programs
are placed on the periphery.
Some organizations and
procedures which have been
instituted
over a long period of time
are hesitant to change.
And
around education, as with all
social activity, there has
developed an established, entrenched
bureaucracy and network
of interests and satisfactions
that do not look with favor
upon any alteration of the status
quo which might reduce
their influence and power.®
education financial support
is often not directed toward
special programs which could
fill a need in society or instill
personal pride in
individuals, who are struggling to attain
a particular goal
through methods which are not included
in traditional

m

educational programs.
A re-emphasis on the term alternative program
is

needed here.

Undertaking non-traditional programs at

traditional institutions of higher learning may be
perceived as a threat to some administrators and faculty.
The perceived threat is contrived because there is no

emphasis on doing away with traditional approaches to learning
Stanley Moses, ’’The Learning Force: A More Comprehensive Framework for Educational Policy." (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Publications in Continuing Education,
Occasional Paper No. 25, October, 1971), p. 2.
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or attaining a degree.

The Commission on
Non-Traditional

Study raised the issue of
traditionalists versus nontraditionalists
..:must non-traditionalists
advocate the
elimination of traditional institutions
to
make way for new ones? The answer,
at least
commission is concerned, is an
unqualified no. To propose certain
reforms
and urge swift broadening of
educational
opportunity is not to break completely
with
the past but rather to rectify its
weaknesses
y uilding on its rearlier and present successes.

A variety of non-traditional approaches
must be developed
within our educational structure but they
are not designed
to replace traditional methods and
programs
The limitation and constraints inherent in
non

traditional programs functioning within a traditional
institution must be acknowledged by administrators.

Insti-

tutional administrators should support and be open to the

flexibility in institutional procedures necessary to operate

non-traditional programs and to meet the needs of program
participants.

It is important that federal, state, and

foundation funded programs continue and increase.

There

should be a growth in openness and flexibility in order to

outweigh the limitations of new and diverse programs.

By Design

Commission on Non-Traditional Study, Diversity
pp. XV-XVI.
,
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Options For Facultv
D
Participation
In Non-Traditional
Program!
.

Experience has taught that
one of the major problems
in administering
non-traditional programs is faculty
participation.
The on-going support of
faculty is clearly
indispensable to the operation of
a non-traditional program.
Within the faculty recruitment
and retention problem, three
related issues emerge. First, the
presence of administrative
support or nonsupport of
non-traditional programs. Second,
the problem of program reputation
and prestige (included in
this issue is the fact that
non-traditional approaches to
learning are viewed by some faculty
members as less rigorous
than more traditional approaches.)
Third, the problems of
compensation and faculty promotion are key
factors.
For faculty to participate in non-traditional
pro-

grams, support from administrators such as
deans or department chairmen is necessary.
It is difficult for faculty
to participate in a special program not held in
high esteem

by department chairmen whose recommendation is required
in
of promotion and in receiving academic tenure.

As

indicated earlier in this chapter, administrative support
is a crucial factor in program success.

It is often true

that when non-traditional programs are mentioned some

administrators and faculty react negatively.

They perceive
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these programs to be not as
rigorous and of lesser
quality
When compared with more
conventional programs.
Any Idea, any program, any
change of
consequence must be accepted
intellectually and emotionally by those
who
will be directly involved.
Otherwise
survive for a while but only
under
uress, and usually will disappear
as
soon as its proponent relaxes
his
vigilance
It is vital for administrators
of non-traditional programs
to seek support and approval from
college or university

administration during program planning stages
to insure
their support as the program becomes
operational.
This

political tactic is not always practical, but
a shrewd
program administrator would investigate the
possibility.
If administrative support for programs is
given then one

constraint for lack of faculty involvement can be eliminated.
this procedure may also help to insure program

longevity.

Infrequently administrators will regard a program

negatively after having formally supported it.
The second problem area involves the acceptance or

rejection of the philosophy of non-traditional program.
Presupposing that non-traditional programs have the blessing
of administrators and department chairman, the next rationale

for lack of faculty participation is the perceived lack of
10

Design

P-

Commission on Non-Traditonal Study, Diversity By
57

.
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of prestige of non-traditional
programs, and the feeling
that
non-traditional programs are not
as academic or
rigorous as
traditional programs. This
attitude is prevalent
among
many faculty members and
is a strong reason
for their

absence from program involvement.

Non-traditional study
involves an attitude antithetical
to traditional philosophies
of education.
is more an
attitude than a system and thus
can never
except tangentially. This
attitude puts the student first
and the
institution second, concentrates
more on
the former's need than the
latter's convenience, encourages diversity of
individual
opportunity rather than uniform
prescription,
and deemphasizes time, space, and
even
quirements in favor of competence and course
where
applicable performance.il

With many faculty members the outright
rejection of
the attitude which puts the student
first and the institution
second is difficult to alter.
Some faculty members are

concerned about the role of participants in planning
and
evaluating courses.
In traditional education, the instructor
is the key figure in the learning environment
of a classroom.

Non-traditional education focuses on the student and his or
her needs so that courses are developed around the individual.
The academic work is not less rigorous in non-traditional

programs, it is only different.
11

Design

,

—

’Commission on Non-Traditional Study, Diversitv Bv

,

p.

XV.
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Part of the commitment
in non-traditional
education
focuses on the idea that
learning takes place both
in and
outside of the classroom.
If a program is preparing
teachers, for example, their
work and learning in the
classroom as paraprofessionals
should be considered together
with
formal coursework.
Some traditional faculty reject
the above
position particularly if academic
credit is granted for
on-the-job experiential learning.
Yet many of the students
interviewed for this dissertation
referred specifically to
their on-the-job experience as
beneficial when combined
with formal coursework.

Faculty attitude toward non-traditional
programs
IS a barrier to their participation.
If such faculty partic
ipate, their peers or supervisors may view
their participation as indicating agreement with more informal
types of

learning.

Changing faculty attitude is a difficult and

complex problem.

Two major factors are involved:

the in-

^^^’t'^'tionalization of non-traditional programs and program

support from administrators in higher education.
As non-traditional programs continue to be initiated

at institutions across the country, the next step will be

program institutionalization.

There are faculty members

who do not participate in non-traditional programs because
such programs are on the periphery of institutions.

In time
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these faculty members may
reconsider the programs and
reshape their attitudes as they
see non-traditional
programs
becoming institutionalized.
Again the institutionalization
issue becomes a decisive factor,
when attempting to involve
faculty from all parts of an
institution, since their participation is needed for the operation
of a program.
The following situation spans
the considerations of
administrative support and program reputation.
One faculty
member, who was employed for a program,
did not receive
immediate department approval and the
salary of this faculty
member was held back. The person did not
receive his extra

compensation until the final week of his program
involvement,
when after several telephone calls and memorandums,
the de-

partment chairman finally submitted the required
letter.
This example underscores the importance of
administrative

support and explains how other faculty members could be

deferred from program participation.
The third issue surrounding faculty participation
in non-traditional programs centers on faculty promotion

and consideration for tenure.

Because of the unionization

movement on many campuses across the country, the promotiontenure issue is currently publicized on many college and

university campuses.

This final section of chapter four will

focus only on the promotion-tenure issue as it refers to the
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involvement of faculty in
non-tnaditional pnognams.
The
untonization issue is related;
however, it is not within
our scope or purpose to
consider this complex issue

here.

Major barriers to faculty
participation in nontraditional programs include the
issues of compensation,
promotion, and tenure. Faculty
need incentives beyond
monetary compensation and declared
interest
in non-

traditional educational programs.

If non-traditional

programs are to attract diverse
faculty who are best
qualified, then promotion and
consideration for tenure must
be included as part of the
compensation for their participation.
The issue of academic freedom is
important with

respect to faculty participation in special
or non-traditional
programs.
The American Association of University
Professors
has a widely accepted definition of academic
freedom which

follows in a condensed version.

Institutions of higher learning exist for the
common good, not to further the interest of
either the individual teacher or institution.
The common good depends upon the free search
for truth and its free exposition. Academic
freedom, essential to these purposes, therefore covers both teaching and research.
It
is fundamental for the protection of the
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rights of the teacher in
the student in learning teachina
and carries
^ries with it
iicorrelative duties. 12 ^
-p

Research and teaching are
carried out for the good
of both
the teacher and the student.
This idea is important
in the
functioning of non-traditional
programs in the same manner
that it is important for
conventional university
programs.

Certain faculty display great
interest in their
teaching in special programs.
In the Worcester Career
Opportunities Program, a faculty member
designed to followup course in science for members
of his class who expressed
an interest in pursuing the subject
beyond the introductory
level.
This faculty member took special
care in designing
the course; it met university core
requirements, and students
were able to apply the credit toward
graduation. While
preparing his material, the professor also made
certain
that the course was meeting the needs of his
students.

It

is this kind of teaching, research, and
course preparation

which should be recognized as faculty become elegible
for

promotion and/or tenure.
other cases

,

instructors have been very

cooperative with respect to providing options for completion
12

Howard Mumford Jones, "The American Concept of
Academic Freedom" in Academic Freedom and Tenure ed
Louis Joughin (Madison~j Wisconsin
The University of
Wisconsin Press, 1969), p. 231.
,

:
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of course requirements
for older

students who have
interrupted

their study because of
illness or unexpected family
obligations.
On occasion, students have
had to interrupt
their study in a course for
an extended period of time
and
receive a grade of incomplete.

Certain instructors have given
extra time at the
conclusion of their courses to
provide detailed evaluation
of knowledge and skills that
students have successfully
mastered. Also, comment was made on
the areas in which
improvement was needed. This process
has proved
to be

helpful to the counselor who maintains
an academic profile
on all students.
Such effort on the part of instructors
aids both students and an academic
coordinator
who is

planning the program curricula.
Such additional efforts of faculty go beyond
their

ordinary teaching duties.

These supplementary efforts by

the faculty within a non-traditional program should
be

recognized with respect to promotion or consideration for
tenure.

Recognition of this type will help to draw well

qualified instructors from a variety of academic disciplines.
Institutions of higher learning are considering
the initiation of special programs on all levels.

extent

,

To an

some institutions have an abundance of special
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programs already in operation.

Much is being written
concerning the existence of and
future planning for
special
programs on both the graduate
and undergraduate
levels.

It is now important to
consider what lies beyond
programs.

One problem which should be
dealt with is altering the
attitude or attitudes held by some
faculty and administrators that non-traditional
programs do not maintain the same

quality control as conventional
programs.

A method of

changing this attitude is to have
the participation of
faculty from diverse disciplines
participate without

fear
of being stigmatized and with the
understanding that their

participation will be considered with other
evidence for
their promotion or consideration for
tenure.

When personnel

from all departments and schools within a
university can
freely participate in non-traditional programs,
then we can

realistically refer to an institution totally committed
to providing for quality programs and equal educational

opportunities
13

"Change Magazine" in cooperation with the Cornell
Center for Improvement of Undergraduate Education will
P^^llsh the first comprehensive direction of American undergraduate innovations with over 3000 individual entries in
March 1974.
Similar publications exist on the graduate level.

CHAPTER

V

NEW ROLES FOR URBAN
UNIVERSITIES IN THE
SOCIAL CPiANGE PROCESS

Institutions of higher learning
are presently reexamining their policies and
procedures with respect to
their roles in initiating
change in society. There
exists
a tremendous upheaval
over the definition of what
an institution of higher learning is
and what it should be, who
it
will serve, and who benefits
from colleges and universities
Charles Hampden-Turner comments:
The coming battle will decide
whether
universities are to have the initiative
in persuading government and
commerce
to struggle for a more humane
society,
or whether the universities are
to
technical job shops, supplying
the ’know-how" for the implementation
of regressive policies.
In their present
situation academics are mostly servants
of power.
They could become the civilizers
of power.

Ultimately, institutions of higher learning
must
act as creators of social change.

Social change is baffling

and complex and has many implications for
both institutions

and individuals.

The crucial and immediate issue is how to

initiate social change and how to maintain changes in
operations within institutions of higher learning.

New York:

Problems

Charles Hampden-Turner Radical Man (Garden Citv,
Anchor Books, 1971 ), p. 423
,

.
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poucxes, procedures, and
some reco™„endations
have been

delineated within the
previous chapters. Each
issue was
covered independently.
Now an attempt will be
made to
demonstrate the interrelation
and interdependence
of these
issues associated with
non- traditional learning
and to examine
the relationship between
non- traditional learning
and institutions of higher education
as they function as
creators of
social change.
Non- traditional study is not
only
an alter-

native mode of learning.

In itself, it is an effective

vehicle for changing society
and for reducing the alienation
of students who otherwise may
not have sought further education.
This further education could
result in increased
incomes, additional career
opportunities, and more productive
and satisfying lives.
If social change evolves from
institutions of

higher learning, it will mean increased
research, teaching,
and service.
Education should research the constraints
on
an individual’s learning and his or
her future place in

society.

The influential Commission on Non-Traditional
Study

conducted a survey and questionnaire on the
obstacles preventing "would-be" learners from continuing their

education.

Results contained in the table on the following
page indicate
that cost, time factors (with reference basis), and
home and
job responsibilities are the foremost obstacles to "would-be"
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TABLE

3

Obstacles to Learning Cited
by Would-Be

4

.

5

.

6

.

7

.

8

.

9

.

10
11

.

12

.

.

13
14

.

.

15
16
17
18
19

.

20

.

21

.

22

.

23
24
25

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Cost, including tuition 8
all incidentals
Not enough time
Don't want to go to school
full-time
Home responsibilities
Job responsibilities
Amount of time required to
complete program
Afraid that I'm too old to
begin
No information about where I
can get what I want
Courses I want aren't scheduled
when I can attend
Strict attendance requirements
Low grades in the past, not
confident of my ability
Courses I want don't seem to
be available
No child care
Too much red tape in getting

enrolled
Not enough energy and stamina
Don't enjoy studying
No transportation
No place to study or practice
Tired of school, tired of
classrooms
Don't meet requirements to
begin program
No way to get credit for a
degree
Don't know what I'd like to
learn or why
Hesitate to seem too ambitious
Friends or family don't like
the idea
Other

42.3
36.9

53.0
46.2

28.0
25.6
22.7

35.1
32.1
28.4

16.6

20.8

13.7

17.2

13.2

16.5

12.5
11.9

15.7
14.9

10.0

12.5

9.6
8.9

12.0
11.2

8.3
7.5
7.0
6.7
5.7

10.4
9.4

4.9

6.1

4.6

5.8

4.2

5.3

4.1
2.2

5.1
2.8

2.1
1.8

2.6
2.2

8.8
8.4
7.1

Source
Diversity by Design by the Commission on Non-Traditional Study ( San F rancisco
Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers,
1973 ). p
20
:

:

.

.
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learners who are attempting
to continue their
education.
The results of the
questionnaire do not provide
new information since similar constraints
existed
in the past.

People

with low-incomes ordinarily
cannot afford the high
tuition
costs of colleges and
universities.
If the cost factors

were reduced with grants and
scholarships, undoubtedly, more
students would enroll in
post-secondary institutions.

However,

the problem of course scheduling
may remain.

constraints listed in Table

2

If all the

were removed, would there be

a more equal distribution of
educational opportunity?

Would

a larger segment of the population
be educated on the post-

secondary level?

The assumption could be made that if

more low-income and minority students did
receive postsecondary education, presumably, they would be
better equipped
to contribute to the mainstream of society.
Students may
be able to effect societal change that may
either directly

or indirectly influence them.

Expanded Access

Within the foregoing discussion, the first role of
institutions in the social change process is that all institutions of higher learning should expand access to include

segments of the population who ordinarily cannot attend a

post-secondary institution but wish to do so.

The group
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of would-be learners
may include:

adults, limited income
students, minorities, service
men and women,
experienced
learners, and students who
do not wish to pursue
a degree in
a conventional manner.
Members of all of these
groups have
experienced limited access in
the past, and they were
not free
to attend an institution
of higher learning which
met their
needs.
This is not to imply that
limited number of members
from the above group have not
attended institutions of
higher learning. However,
minorities and poor who have

attended black colleges and
universities have not done so
with the same freedom and choice
afforded whites, middle
and upper class students who
have attended more prestigious
institutions. The Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education
has made the following recommendations
with regard to
options for learners:

Development of new educational opportunities
such as in specialized "open universities,"
a.nd in other external degree
programs
Long-term consideration of an "educational
endowment" or provision of "two years in the
bank" as we once called it, that will
S'^^^^^bee financial access to post-secondary
educational opportunity to all persons at
whatever stage in life they want access to
them.
Along with this would go consideration
of educational leaves from industry and
government.
.

.

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Toward a
Learning Society (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Companv^
1973), pp.

5-6.
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These recommendations reflect
some of society's
needs, and there are a limited
number of educational programs in operation which are
based on
some of the fore-

going recommendations.

However, a sufficient number
of
programs are not available for the
number of people actively
pursuing a post-secondary education.
There are obvious
problems associated with implementing
these recommendations
of the Carnegie Commission from
federal, state, or foundation funding to political bargaining
for institutional,
administration, faculty, and community
support.

Maximizing the Effects of
Institutional Programming
The second role of institutions of higher learning
in the social change process requires the
development of

new and diverse programs designed to fulfill individual
and socially defined needs on the community, regional,

and/or national levels.

Special programs are beginning to

initiated but on a minimal basis

.

Effective programs

such as the Career Opportunities Program, University Year
for Action, and the University Without Walls are having an

impact on institutions, individual students, and communities.
The impact on institutions is evidenced by requiring colleges

and universities to create flexible administration procedures
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and Mechanisms for the
conducting of non-traditional
program:
Impact upon students is
evidenced, among other
things, by students commenting
that they are happy about
the options afforded by
different forms of learning
found
in non-traditional learning.
Another indication
of this

impact is a feeling on the part
of students interviewed
that they do have a choice in
how, what, and where they
want to learn. An impact can also
be seen in student perceived learning as they perform
real life tasks and attempt
to combine these experiences
with theory taught in traditional classrooms. Communities can
measure the effect of
non-traditional programs through the services
performed
by college and university students, who
until recently were
isolated within the limits of a campus. There
is great

potential here for institutions of higher learning
to create
strong ties with surrounding communities. There is
also a

good opportunity for colleges and universities to redefine
their roles in relationship to these communities.
Colleges and universities have the opportunity to

implement programs in the areas of research, teaching, and
service through non-traditional study with practicum and
service commitments performed by students in communities.

Many people view institutions of higher learning as being
isolated from the problems of the real world.

The growing
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needs of community-based
educational programs create
an
opportune time for changing
this view.
The following
quotation from Bernard Ross
explains the task of creating
and maintaining productive
university and community relationships

Universities and cities that desire
to move
further in the development of
on-going and
meaningful relationships will havl
many internal changes--structural to maUe
procedural
and attitudinal.
Organizational change is
usually slow and politically
perilous^for
those who advocate it. Universities
and
to develop these types of
relationships will require strong leadership, enduring commitments, and
solid sup^
,

’

port.'^

Beyond Programming
Yet while the time is appropriate for
strengthening
the relationship between institutions of
higher learning

and communities there are some constraints.

These con-

bring us to a third role for institutions in

creating social change.

The issue of learning within non-

traditional programs is not supported by a majority of

^^fversity administrators and faculty.

Associated with

this lack of support is an attitude held by some adminis-

trators and faculty that non-traditional learning entails
3

Bernard H. Ross, University-City Relations; From
Coexistence to Cooperation (Washington D. C.: American
Association for Higher Education, 1973), p. 34.
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fewer standard course
requirements and in general
is less
rigorous than traditional forms
of learning. What has
to
be established is the fact
that non- traditional study
is
a different form of learning,
an alternative to conventional educational approaches.
Non- traditional study is
not any less valid or acceptable
than traditional learning.

With the restrictions of lack of
administrative
and faculty support, we are faced
with trying to effect
a change in attitude of those
who are skeptical of non^

traditional learning.

One rationale for skepticism is the

method by which non- traditional programs
are placed within
the university or college structure.
Many non- traditional
programs are on the periphery instead of at the
core of

universities and colleges.

"We believe that, to the extent

possible, colleges and universities should incorporate

degree-credit instruction for all students, full-time and
part-time, into their regular departmental offerings."^

Integration of non- traditional and traditional learning
under the one administrative umbrella can provide the same

administrative sanction afforded traditional programs.
Thus the process of the institutionalization of non-tradi-

tional programs is a task for administration and faculty

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Toward a
Learning Society p. 83.
,
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which lies beyond adding new
and diverse programs
to meet
the needs of students and
communities as a whole.
As needs arise nationally
or within communities
institutions of higher learning
should give assistance
where they can.
It is not enough for
institutions to add
one or a few new programs.
Colleges and universities
must remain in a continuous state
of self renewal. They
should respond where there is need
and when the resources
to deal with that need are
available.
The problem of
institutional initiative cannot be overstated.
In the past,
some institutions have waited for
others to take the lead,
and after a program has been implemented
successfully, it
is initiated within other institutions.

Colleges and

universities must act with some sense of autonomy
and not
wait to model an educational program upon one that
has

already been implemented.
Why should institutions, for example, model themselves after Harvard?
in this country?

Do we need more than one Harvard

It would be more appropriate for institu-

tions of higher learning White has commented:
To create sound field work programs-ps-^ticularly where such activity carries
with it academic credit-effective means
for faculty direction and supervision
must be developed, and relationships
with Community groups and agencies must
be enhanced.
Field projects must be
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carefully selected, so that
the student
sees urban problems in
the total contLt
of competing values and
goals, social

To accomplish these goals,
institutions must be committed
to
diversity of purpose, but as the
"Report on Higher Education" suggests, real diversity
does not exist within our

present institutional structure:
Nearly all strive to perform the
same
generalized educational missions. The
traditional sources of differentiation
between public and private, large and
small, secular and sectarian, male
and
^emale are disappearing
.

While options for alternative approaches
to learning
are available at certain institutions,
total institutional
commitment to diversity is lacking nationally.
Programs
added within traditional institutions hardly
provide
the

diversity required to meet the needs of all people seeking
to further their education.

Within the administrative structure of institutions
of higher learning offering non- traditional programs, there
5

Philip V. White, "Trends in Urban Studies," in
Human Uses of the University: Planning A Curriculum in Urban
and Ethnic Affairs at Columbia University ed: Joseph G.
Coleman and Barbara A. Wheeler (New York: Praeger Publishers
,

1970), p. 122.
0

Frank Newman et al Report on Higher Education
(Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971),
.

p

.

12
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are some attempts to make
special programs more
traditional.
Newman comments

A new educational enterprise
might
offshoot of an existing institution be an
or a
completely new institution.
(While both
new institutions and new units
within
established institutions are able to
serve
effectively as the cutting edge of
change,
there is a tendency for existing
institutions to co-opt any really different
approach, gradually imposing constraints
that restore a condition of sameness.”^
If the focus is to make special programs
more traditional,

then the long-range impact of non- traditional
study will be
considerably lessened. Specifically, the choice of
program
and viable forms of alternatives to learning
could be

diminished significantly.

Sarason has commented that if

significant change is to be introduced, institutions must
alter administrative or program "regularities" to produce
new outcomes.

Institutions ordinarily do not alter adminis-

trative procedures specifically for non-traditional programs,
and intended change is not likely to occur.

"...

more things change the more they remain the same."®
7
g

Ibid

.

,

p

.

the
If

63

Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of School and
the Problem of Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1971), p. 86.
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non-traditional approaches to learning
are co-opted under
traditional administrative structures,

then student choice

of programs as well as institutional
flexibility are not
unlike the rigid institutions of
the past.
When reference
was made to the institutionalization
of non-traditional

programs in Chapter III, the intention
was to transfer all
the flexibility to an existing structure,
not
co-opt the

flexibility.
The movement toward diversity in higher
education

which largely takes the form of adding new programs
to
existing administrative structures is not sufficient

to

create far-reaching change in society.

Special programs

are somewhat isolated, but in their own special way,
they

have impact on the communities they serve.

Reconceptualizing the Role and Purpose of
Higher Education
The problem of reconceptualizing or redefining the

roles of institutions of higher education comes into focus

because of the tendency of institutions to force new programs
of non-traditional learning into a role not unlike traditional

or existing approaches to learning.

Adding new titles to

conventional programs with traditional philosophies of
learning does not enhance the cause for diversity of purpose.
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Also new programs which do provide
alternative routes to
learning must remain as true
alternatives.

For example, the

acceptance of the concept of practicum
is not advanced when
state boards of teacher certification
require institutions
to add a traditional course title
after the word practicum
before it will grant teacher certification
to students.

The concept of practicum as an alternative
approach to
learning is diminished when a traditional
title is attached
to it.
Practicum becomes just another course on a
student's
academic profile, rather than indicating a form
of learning
which is different from conventional teacher
preparation

programs
In addition, state agencies tend to require specific

course titles such as methods courses for teacher certification.

It is entirely possible that material concerning

methods of teaching is covered within a practicum or

another course which may not specify the term "method" in
the course title.

The argument is not with the need or

requirement of methods per se but with the restrictive

manner in which it must be documented.
Institutions of higher learning should support the

diversity of learning styles in non- traditional programs by
gaining a state’s acceptance of a creative teacher preparation program.

In the same way that some institutions of
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higher learning may not be flexible
enough to adapt themselves to student and community
needs, so too states or

regional requirements for teacher
preparation programs are
inflexible. These restrictions
result in students conforming
to colleges and universities,
which then conform to
state

or regional requirements.

As a result students are flexible;

they adapt to institutional and state
regulations.
Many institutions record their support
for diversity
of purpose in higher education but they
then ignore their
commitments.

Only limited significant change takes place

at the institutional and policy-making levels.

Administra-

tors and faculty within institutions of higher
learning

seldom give continuous support to non- traditional programs.
Some administrators and faculty fail to realize that con-

tinuous support must be given long after the programs are
instituted.

Initiation of a few non- traditional programs

on a campus for the sole purpose of quelling the demands
of some administrators, faculty, and students is becoming

evident.

It has also become somewhat avant-garde to have

a few special programs, particularly on large campuses.

When non-traditional programs are not supported,
diversity is diminished, student choice of learning style
is lessened, and potential opportunities for institutions

of higher learning to become involved in service roles
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are reduced.

Ultimately, the result of
institutions not
supporting their non-traditional
programs will be, as it
has been in the past, that students
and the surrounding
communities must meet the needs of
institutions.

The end

result should be that the institutions
take an active role
in meeting the needs of students and
local
communities.

It

is for these reasons that colleges
and universities must

reconceptualize their total role.
The lack of administrative backing for
non-traditional

programs leads some to believe that college and
university

administrators do not view full support and extension of

non-traditional programs as being part of the function of
higher education.

If the role of institutions of higher

education is reconceptualized to include a social as well
as an academic purpose, perhaps administrators and faculty

will then give the same degree of support to non-traditional

programs as is given to more conventional approaches to
learning
Much of the uncertainty and controversy
concerning expanded postsecondary education stems from the fundamental disagreement regarding the priorities and (limited)
resources that are to be applied to
different functions of higher education.
Often disagreements are all the more
ambiguous because the functions go unstated.
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Furthermore, the various functions
that
perform can be
slanted toward either a traditional
expanded societal interpre?a?ion?9°"'

Willingham appears to be correct in
his statement above.
Indeed, there is much debate
concerning

the limits of the

functions and purpose of higher
education.

This is evidenced

by the almost unanimous support
attributed to "traditional

scholastic" approaches to education, as
compared with the
limited support shown for non-traditional
programs functioning
within traditional institutions.

Willingham's table of "Illustrations of Scholastic
as Opposed to Societal Interpretation of
Various Functions

of Higher Education" will be examined in order
to bring

into focus the societal functions of institutions of

higher learning.

These illustrations then can be made more

specific by adding existing programs which meet the "scholastic
ional

'

approach as well as the "societal interpreta-

tions" to higher education.

The table in its original form

appears on the following page.

Willingham's illustration

is broad enough to be applicable to different sized colleges

and universities in urban, suburban, or rural settings.
This table represents a selected list of functions of higher
9

Warren W. Willingham, "Educational Opportunity and
the Organization of Higher Education," in Barriers to Higher
Education by the College Entrance Examination Board (New
York;
College Entrance Examination Board, 1971), p. 4.
,
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education; however, the list is
in no sense complete.
Functions may be added, deleted, or
changed depending upon
the type of institution being
referred to. The most useful
method would entail institutions
developing and deciding
upon a set of functions designed
specifically
for an

individual college or university.

After the listing of functions and objectives
are
agreed upon, it is crucial that institutions
list the ongoing programs which are designed to meet stated

objectives.

This listing should include both the traditional
and societal

interpretation of higher education.

Often tables, models,

or paradigms are designed and planned but rarely become

operational.

The use of the Willingham model is an attempt

to make colleges and universities aware that together with
a "traditional scholastic" function there must also be a

set of societal functions.

These societal functions are

of equal importance in terms of diversity of purpose,

creating equal access

,

and equality of educational oppor-

tunity.

Included on the following page is an illustration
of an altered version of the Willingham model.

This altered

version has columns added to illustrate examples of ongoing degree programs that attempt to meet objectives under
the scholastic and societal interpretations of the functions
of higher education.
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Both the scholastic and
societal functions are
mere interpretations of the
purpose of higher education.
As was stated earlier, it would
be more useful for specific
institutions, groups of institutions
within state education
systems, or consortium arrangements
to define their own
functions and purpose. Once these
definitions are established, designs to meet the educational
needs of student
populations can then be created.
By placing societal functions on
the same level
as "traditional scholastic" functions,
an attempt is made

to demonstrate the same degree of emphasis
and support for

both sets of functions.

It is entirely possible that the

scholastic and societal functions may overlap in certain
areas such as occupational training or community service,

but this can have a positive effect if approached with an

open mind.
The cause for diversity of purpose, equal access,

and equality of educational opportunity in institutions of

higher learning is not likely to come about unless attention
and consideration similar to that which is given to tradi-

tional functions is extended to the social functions of

colleges and universities.

This same comparison may be

applied to traditional and "new" students.

Diversity

necessary to attract a wide student population may be
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found by expanding programs under
the societal functions of
a college or university.
New types of students not only
require
diverse subject matter but new styles
operating procedures, administrative
arrangements relationships with the
surrounding community and the business
world, and probably rather diverse
working assumptions concerning the
expected outcomes of the educational
process.
One would expect further
diversity in the programs and institutions that are organized to serve
different students and different
needs under widely varying conditions
,

Through expanding the purpose and functions of
institutions of higher learning, social change may be

brought about in our society

.

There is no one paradigm or

set of functions which can be applied to all colleges and

universities.

Institutions which are committed to diversity

must take the posture of creating their own paradigm for

maintaining and expanding societal functions.

Functions

which will be necessary to attract students with diverse
backgrounds, provide community service, and apply information learned in the classroom to real life issues and

problems not found in traditional programs.

K.

Patricia

^*^Willingham, "Educational Opportunity and the
Organization of Higher Education," p. 6.
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Cross has so aptly stated:
I am suggesting that
intellectual
inquiry implies that we start
with
problems and seek information that
helps in their solution, rather
than
starting with the information and
hoping for a problem that can put
to
use what we have learned.
Problems
It seems
are found all around us
^i"thin academic disciplines, across
academic disciplines, under the hood
of an automobile, in the health needs
the poor and in the library of
the scholar.
Equal educational oppordoes not mean that all students
are exposed to a standard body of
information, but that each individual
is helped to develop the capabilities to
solve the problems that are of importance
to him or her.H
,

^

^

,

Summary and Conclusions

— Future

Directions

Non- traditional study as an approach to learning
is in its beginning stages.

We have attempted to describe

the perceived learning experiences ^of students participating
in non- traditional programs.

The obvious need in society

for this alternative approach to study has also been

described.

Through interviews with students, the need for

non- traditional learning was established.

Generally,

students expressed lack of interest and saw little personal
value in learning solely through traditional methods.

The

Patricia Cross, "New Students in a New World,"
in The Future in the Making ed:
Dyckman W. Vermilye (San
Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1973), p. 90.
,
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most important aspect of all is that we
have tried to
establish both the administrative and political
complexities
which are inherent in a non- traditional program
within
a

traditional university.
The aspects of non- traditional study which
are

most important from a student’s viewpoint are the
options
in various forms of learning found in special programs.

Many of the students whom

I

have interviewed believed being

alienated and turned off by conventional forms of learning
is a major issue within traditional colleges and univer-

sities.

Non- traditional study creates viable options for

students who find themselves in this set of circumstances.

For program survival, administrative and faculty support
is necessary.

The extension and institutionalization of

non- traditional programs will also be required.

We have

observed both student and community need for establishing
instigators of social change and supportive of expanded
access and equality of educational opportunity, need to

develop special programs to actualize these goals.

Communities are becoming less tolerant with colleges
and universities which do not provide programs to help

meet educational needs of local residents.

There is also

neighborhood concern for paucity of programs to better the
conditions of communities which surround many colleges and

universities within our major cities.
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The problem of comparing the
quality of traditional
and non-traditional programs is another
major issue. Many
traditional administrators and faculty do
not support nontraditional education and look with some disdain
on its
alternative approaches to learning.

Until we can get away from emphasizing
only two of the known human talents-verbal and quantitative skills we are
likely to fulfill our egalitarian
goal of offering all people the opportunity to become self-confident and
self-actualizing people. The more
broadly we define talent, the more
opportunity we give people to be above
average 12
.

This problem of comparing quality programs and of expanding
the measurability of known human talents is a major barrier
to the full acceptance of non-traditional study as an

alternative mode of learning which is at least as worthy
and valid as traditional approaches

.

What is involved here

is changing the attitudes of administrators and faculty who

have the power to accept and expand a non-traditional

approach to learning.

Changing those attitudes is seldom

easy, but neither is it impossible.

We have seen the relationship between non-tradi-

tional programs of study and the role of colleges and uni-

versities in initiating change in society.
12

Ibid

.

,

p

.

92.

The lines are
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drawn, what must follow is directed
action--action on the
part of boards of trustees, administrators,
and faculty in
our colleges and universities, as well as from
individuals
and communities to demand the alternatives to
learning that
are rightfully theirs.
Most important, action is needed

from Congress and governmental agencies to allocate the
funding necessary to operationalize diverse, educational
programs.

The allocation of funds is a solid investment

for the future as indicated by Gentry and Jones:

Investigations have shown that funds
invested in education by both individuals and governments have a rate of
return over a learner's lifetime as
high as the returns earned by business
investments in physical plant and equipment.
Individual contributions to
total output are enhanced by good health,
by good education, by on-the-job training,
and by location where output and consumption are best achieved. For a nation
intent upon growing and producing more and
better things there is no more promising
investment in America's future than ending
discrimination and including all minority
Americans as fully contributing members of
society
,

The challenge lies before us.
1

Atron Gentry, Byrd Jones, et al. Urban Education
The Hope Factor (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., 1972),
pp.

98-99.
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and paradigms must be planned and implemented
by individual
colleges and universities in conjunction with
meeting the

specific needs of institutions, students, and
communities as
a whole.
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